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The simple act of reading this story or
discussing it with friends will make your
head itch.
Dozens of on-campus students have been
diagnosed with lice since school started, and
shelves of lice removal products were sold out
at the Fairfield Stop & Shop and CVS stores
on Tuesday.
Lice is a parasitic insect that attaches
itself onto the hair and feeds off blood from
the human host. A louse then lays eggs called

nits. These eggs are visible as sesame-sized
pods, and can be passed when something like
a hat or brush is rubbed against them. Lice
has been around for thousands of years and as
many as six to 12 million people get head lice
every year worldwide, according to information provided by the health center.
Despite a large-scale infestation in all
living areas of Fairfield University, The Mirror had difficulty getting students to talk on
the record about it. .
"I just don't want my name quoted as
someone with lice. The stigma is just too

The independent student newspaper
of Fairfield University

Students struggle to Nix the lice
outbreak in campus housing

Itching for relief:
BY BILL MCBAIN

WWW.FAIRFIELDMIRROR.COM

hurtful," one student said.
Another female student who wished to
remain anonymous told The Mirror her story
about having lice.
"My roommate went to the hairdresser
and the stylist refused to cut her hair because
she had lice. When she came home I went to
the health center and found out I had lice eggs,
called nits, in my hair."
Cases of lice have been reported in all
areas of campus, but exact numbers could
not be obtained.
"We cannot release information about

our patients because of the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (fflPAA),"
said Gary Nelson, director of the health
center.
"The health center is always happy to
examine students any time 24/7. If a student
thinks they have lice they should be diagnosed
before trying to treat it. The shampoo for lice
is neurotoxic, and so students should not use
it unless they have lice," said Nelson.
Nelson also said that students shouldn't
SEE "LICE" ON P.
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Intoxicated FUers visit hospital and health center 23 times
BY CALTLIN CALLAGHAN

DRINK TIL YOU DROP

»

Jeff Billingham/The Mirror

Fire engines and ambulances race to Regis on Sept. 16 to bring intoxicated students to St. Vincent's.

One hundred and fifty-nine
thousand of today's first year
college students will drop out of
school next year for alcohol and
drug-related reasons, and 300,000
of today's college students will
eventually die of alcohol-related
causes, according to the Core
Institute, which gathers statistics
about college students' drinking
patterns.
These statistics, which can be
found in a pamphlet distributed
by the health center entitled "The
College Experience," should
strike a nerve with Fairfield University students.
Twenty-three Fairfield University students were sent to the
health center or hospitalized for
excessive consumption of alcohol
during the first two weeks of the
academic year. Fifteen of these 23
students were freshmen.
Public safety officers}, the
office of wellness and prevention,
the dean of students, and health
center representatives all refused
to provide the names or residence
halls of the students involved in
these incidents for privacy and
legal purposes.
During the 2004-2005 school
year, 75 percent of alcohol-related

incidents at Fairfield University
involved freshmen.
This frightening trend can be
seen around the nation as college
students tend to over-consume alcohol during the red zone, a dangerous time period between Sept.
1 and Oct. 15 each year. Gary
Nelson, director of the health
center, attributes this dangerous
trend to students readjusting to
the school year or new students
adjusting to college life.
Fourteen hundred alcohol
related deaths each year are due
to alcohol on college campuses,
according to Nelson.
Alcohol-related deaths are
sometimes caused by alcohol
poisoning, when over-consumption results in a reduced heart
rate, drop in pulse or cessation
of respiration.
But even more alcohol-related deaths are caused by aspiration, when one's body treats the
alcohol as a poison and vomits it
up. The vomit blocks the windpipe so that it enters the lungs,
which can cause death. Aspiration
can also cause enough of an obstruction to cause brain damage,
according to Nelson.
Although it is not widely
SEE "UNIVERSITY" ON P.
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NBC newsman Tim Russert tells students to communicate
BY MARY MCCALL

If one lesson arose from the
attacks on the World Trade Center,
the war in Iraq, and the aftermath
of Hurricane Katrina, it's that the
American citizens and the authority
that represents them need credibility and accountability, according to
NBC newsman Tim Russert.
"We have to hold ourselves
accountable, and so does our gov-

ernment," Russert, the political
analyst for NBC Nightly News and
the Today program , told a sold-out
audience at the Quick Center on
Monday night
Russert stated that the government's basic responsibility is to
defend and protect its people. It is
the role of the government, as well as
its citizens, to make sure that people
have the opportunity to survive.
However, in regards to the

Ryan Blair/ The Mirror

Russert at the Quick Center.

events on Sept. 11 and the destruction caused by Hurricane Katrina,
it was a lack of communication that
cost many Americans their lives,
he said.
In Louisiana, the police were
never told where to go in the evacuation. In New York, the firefighters
did not have communication systems and thus were trapped when
the buildings went down.
After the attacks on the World

Trade Center, Americans had to
learn to be more careful and precise.
What happened on Sept. 11th created "a whole different world that
we had to live in and be conscious
of," Russert said.
The attack on American soil
"refined reality," said the journalist,
who was the opening speaker in the
annual Open Visions Forum series.
SEE "RUSSERT" ON P.
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University provides safe rides without consequences
CONTINUED FROM
"UNIVERSITY" ON P.

1

known around campus, there is
a way for students to take action
and help their fellow students.
The Student Health Advisory
Committee (SHAC), which is
composed mainly of students,
has created the "2241 Your Ride
to Safety" program in April 2005.
The program enables intoxicated
students to call for a safe ride to
the health center, at extension
2241, without the fear of judicial
action or having to walk far.
Students can also call the
health center whenever they feel
that someone has had too much
to drink. The student tells the
health center representative his
residence hall, and a health center representative calls a public
safety official who meets the
student in their residence hall

lobby. The public safety officer
drives the student to the health
center for assessment or does an
initial assessment at the scene in
a dire situation.
Nelson stresses the importance of bringing your friend
to the health center if you are
concerned he or she has drunk
too much. He says that it is never
safe to simply put your friend to
bed, because alcohol levels can
continue to rise after you are done
drinking for the evening.
By utilizing "2241 Your
Ride to Safety," you could save
a friend's life.
"If there is anything we [the
student health center and SHAC]
can do to help save a life or prevent someone from brain damage,
than we are doing a good thing,"
he asid.
Associate Vice President and
Dean of Students Mark Reed feels

Adam Karpinski/The Mirror

Drink too much? You'll be sent here.

m

that the university does
a great deal to help students know their limits
by offering programs
during orientation and
other events during the
first week of the semester. But students still
must take an active role
in ceasing this disturbing trend.
"Letting, or even
worse, encouraging,
your friend or another
student consume alcohol to the point of
needing support is not
being a good friend at
Adam Karpinski/The Mirror
all, and it is unaccept- He- *■■»-■ - :i . •
St.
Vincent's
gets
to
know
Fairfield
University
students
better.
able," said Reed.
Educational inforShe also warns about the
mation is offered by the Wellness dangers of drinking when exCenter, Counseling Services and hausted, stressed out, sick or on
Here are some startling
Student Health Center via the any sort of medication. Alcohol
facts provided by the Core
Wellness Wall, pamphlets, post- dehydrates the body, and the body
Institute to think about before
ers, floor programs and through is already dehydrated under these
engaging in a night of heavy
drug and alcohol classes all conditions.
drinking:
year long, according to Jeanne
DiMuzio also tells women to
1. One night of heavy
DiMuzio, director of Wellness be careful about drinking before
drinking can impair your abiland Prevention.
or during their menstrual cycles,
ity to think abstractly for up to
DiMuzio stresses that stu- because their cycle heightens
30 days.
dents must pay attention to "what the risk of alcohol poisoning.
2. Almost one third of colcauses alcohol poisoning in their She says that before and during
lege students admit to missing
own bodies and listen to those the menstrual cycle, water and
at least one class because of
warning signs."
enzymes, which are needed to
alcohol or drug use.
DiMuzio says a variety of absorb the alcohol and aid in me3. One quarter of college
factors raises the risk for an al- tabolism, are less available.
students report bombing a test
or project because of the after
cohol-related incident. Students
Reed also emphasizes the
effects of alcohol.
should never drink alcohol on need to "continue to talk with
an empty stomach because the students about these issues and
4. The average college
blood-alcohol level will rise also encourage students to chalstudent spends $900 on alcoextremely quickly without food lenge one another and look out
hol each year and $450 each
to absorb it.
for one another."
year on books.

Scare You Straight

CAMPUS
CRIME BEAT
Ryan Neubauer

Saturday, September 17
1:27 a.m.
- There was a scuffle on the quad side of Regis
Hall. The argument, which began as a shouting
match, quickly escalated to fisticuffs that necessitated the intervention of public safety. A nonstudent was issued a criminal trespass warning
and is never allowed on campus again.
Sunday, September 18
1 a.m.
- A female townhouse resident put a call
into public safety after observing an individual
standing on top of her vehicle. The international
man of mystery escaped, leaving only a trail of
sandy footprints on the bumper, windshield and
roof of the car.
2 a.m.

-A student in Kostka Hall tried to rum the
Domino's "555" deal into a "000" transaction.
However, the Domino's guy wasn't too keen on
the idea. Public Safety was called and the culprit
was apprehended. Ultimately, the pizza was paid
for and the student was referred to judicial.

2:07 a.m.
- A loud party was reported in the Apartment
Complex. No alcohol was recovered from the
scene.
2:54 a.m.
- As a public safety officer was perusing
the quad, he was startled by the emergence of
a screen which came flying out of a window in
Campion. The students said they were adjusting
the curtains and that they accidentally knocked
out the screen.
Monday, September 19
7 a.m.
- There was a two-car accident at the intersection of Loyola and Leber roads. One car failed to
stop at the sign and, in addition to the damages,
was issued a ticket for violating traffic policy.
Tuesday, September 20
6:22 a.m.
- A sodexho employee phoned public safety
to report that a sizable amount of Java had been
poured on the windshield of the employee's vehicle.

Mirror File Photo/The Mirror
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Second week on trial:
BY KELLY SHEEHAN

Sept. 20- On Monday, the
girlfriend of the alleged triggerman
in the 2003 murder of Mark Fisher
'06 testified in Brooklyn state
Supreme Court that her boyfriend
confessed his crime to her hours
after it was committed, according
to The New Jersey Herald.
Crystal Valentin, 18, said that
Antonio Russo, 19; told her that
Fisher's murder was a robbery
gone bad. Russo shot Fisher five
times.
Police say that Valentin had
been part of the "wall of silence"
and one of the reasons the case
went unsolved for so long.
The New Jersey Herald reported that Russo changed the
details of the events over the two
days that followed the crime. He
pointed his finger at friend and
fellow gang member, John Guica,
21, who is also on trial.
Both men have been charged
with second-degree murder.
Prosecutors say that Russo
and Guica were in a gang called
"GM" or "Ghetto Mafia." Guica

had been heard two weeks prior
to Fisher's murder saying that in
order to confirm members' serious
commitment to the gang, homicide
was to be made a requirement.
Police say that Fisher was at
a party in the Brooklyn house of
Guica, who proyided Russo with
the gun. That night, Fisher had
been at a bar in Manhattan with
several other Fairfield friends
when he met a young woman
through Angel DiPietro '06, who
accompanied hint to the Brooklyn
party. The otrier"Fairfield students
went home. .
Fisher was targeted after he
NY Daily News
sat on a table, instead of a chair, Mark Fisher '06
during the party and angered
Guica. After he was shot, his body
was dumped in a street, wrapped night, Russo confessed to her that
in a yellow blanket.
he had only intended on robbing
The New Jersey Herald re- Fisher, and it got but of hand.
ported that Valentin testified that
The New Jersey Herald reshe had been on a religious retreat ported that Valentin said, "He
when Fisher was murdered, and [Russo] was nervous but kind of
Russo called her to return.
proving it to me, that he did do
Valentin said that her boy- it."
friend yelled at and blamed her
But he changed his story 20
for the murder because she had hours later, telling Valentin and
not been with Russo. But later that her mother that he didn't commit

Alleged gunman in Fisher case
admitted crime to girlfriend
the crime and now wanted to turn ported that Lauren Calciano, 22,
his friends in for what happened. also described a conversation she
However, when her mother had with Guica and childhood
left, Valentin said that Russo said friend Albert Clearly (who said
to her, "You know I did it. You Guica had told him to "keep quiet"
know I shot him, right?"
when police questioned him).
Russo then told her that
Calciano said Guica told her
Guica initially shot Fisher and that that he had known that Fisher had
he completed the murder.
come from money and that he was
On Monday, Russo mocked a "cocky guy." Guica told her he
and laughed at Valentin in court gave Russo the gun.
'
and was warned by Supreme
According to Calciano, Guica
Court Justice Alan D. Marrus that said that Russo left the party with
he would be excluded from his Fisher, who took a'blanket from
trial if he continued. The judge the house to keep warm.
had been questioning Valentin
New York police detective
about her recent arrest involving Dennis Murphy, who was on the
her alleged child endangerment case, described a conversation he
and crack-dealing, The New Jer- heard two days after the murder.
sey Herald said.
It was between Guica and his
Valentin was questioned about stepfather.
lying to police when the murder
Murphy said the stepfather
occurred, and her excuse was that asked Guica what had happened
she was pregnant with Russo's over the weekend and Guica told
child and didn't want him to go to him to wait and see what they had
prison. Assistant District Attorney to "offer" him.
Nicolazzi said Valentin never gave
The gun has not yet been
birth to the child, although would .recovered, according to The Star
not release why the pregnancy Ledger.
ended.
The New Jersey Herald re-

. Power failures shut down StagWeb, cause student
BY JAMES NGUYEN

Drops of sweat ran down the forehead
of Michael Barrett '07 while his eyes, which
were still glued to the computer screen,
showed signs of frustration.
His frequent deep breaths were reminiscent to many students during finals week.
But how is this possible when it is sonly
September?
It was not a mathematical algorithm or
an abstract theory that Barrett was trying^
to comprehend; instead, he was competing
against the clock as he waited for the e-mail I
system to revive itself.
The server hosting the StagWeb e-rhalF
service experienced a power failure around
8:20 a.m. last Thursday, which delayed
productivity among students and faculty due
to faulty batteries located within the power
supplies around campus.
But this wasn't a single occurence.
There have been several instances during
which StagWeb has.been unavailable due
to power outages.
"Sometimes it's really frustrating," said
Beth Casciano '06. "As students, we rely on
our accounts to get e-mails from professors,
our bosses at our internships and for the
many clubs we belong to on campus."
"There have been too'many times that
I haven't been able to access StagWeb," she
added. "Sometimes I give people my AOL
account address as well."
Barrett sympathized with Casciano.
"When the e-mail was down after that
power outage, it was awful because I had
three classes for which I had to do online
assignments," said Barrett.-"I-was-literally

sitting there for hours waiting, checking ev- e-mail system, nor on any other components
ery 15 minutes to see if it was working."
found within StagWeb itself.
The power supplies (also known as an
New batteries for the UPS are also beUninterruptible Power System) are attached ing implemented in order to prevent future
to essential computer systems such as the downtimes related to electricity.
StagWeb e-mail service. These devices
"We didn't experience any data loss
provide advanced surge protection against because we reverted to one of our backup
spikes and lags within electrical fines, allow- tapes to restore our operating systems,"
ing for cleaner, more stable electricity.
said Kevin Clancy, account executive of
In the etsent of a power failure, the UPS sunguard SCT, the organization behind the
provides backup electricity to computer sys- creation and maintenance of StagWeb. "The
tems allowingthe proper shutdown of com- university is working on replacing the batputer systems* as well
as preventing, crucial
data loss. However,
there's a catch 22, as „
the jjower systems
are battejy-operated.
we lost
- "When
power to that whole
computer room,;the
UPS didn't kick in
like it should," said
Donald Adams, assistant vice president for
Computing and-Network Services. "Apparently, the batteries
in the UPS systems
were not sufficiently
strong enough."
"So now we're
replacing every one
of those 40 batteries,"
he added.
Fortunately, the
power outage did not
ruin the integrity of
A frustrated student waits for her StagWeb e-mail to function
- the data stored on the

teries as we speak and it should take care of
all of our immediate power problems."
The university uses expensive power
systems supplied by Liebert Corporation,
a company which specializes in "missioncritical power and cooling technologies."
"These $100,000 UPS systems aren't
performing as they should," said Adams!
"The total number of batteries cost probably
in the range of $7,000"
"But we can't take a chance on power
failures anymore," he added.

\
Katie McCarthy/ Photo Illustration/The Mirror
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Nearly one year later, FU weighs Facebook pros and cons
BY
BY KATE COTA

\

You meet someone cute at a party but
are too shy to ask for his or her number.
Dashing home, you log onto the Facebook and within seconds know his or her
book
hometown,
hometown, relationship status, interests,
favorite music, major, screen name and
birthday.
birthday.
ir
n■ 1
1 a
I
You can flirt with your crush by a poke,
update their wall, send them a message. AH
without exchanging a word.
October marks a year since Fairfield
joined approximately 800 colleges and universities across the nation in the Facebook
phenomenon.
For most Fairfield students, www.thefacebook.com is a website visited at least as
frequently as StagWeb. From party invites
to groups that include "Against Popped
Collars,"- the Facebook has something for
everyone.
Although it can be useful to track down
a best friend who moved to Florida in second
grade, the Facebook has infiltrated itself into
everyday college life and is as much a part of
students' routine as papers and pizza.
During its early months, the Facebook
had many students addicted to friend searching and profile updating, and even prompted
complaints from professors that it was taking time away from work.
Friend invites flew back and forth, as
members tried to win the popularity contest
with the highest number of friends.
Nicole Williams '06, an R.A. in Regis

last year, commented on PVWVOT^^^^^HH^HaHpMHppMHipiBIHri
the initial Facebook fixa- MMRMfl
^_ .^^^^^_
tion.
"I don't know what
Wm
I to™",">'°
the obsession is. My resiI ISL si«,:
S^"»U
dents were glued to FaceI ^^T
*W",28-2MS
book," she said.
I ££5?*
m«
I £T:
»*«•»./»**.
Now almost a year
S,L »„,».>
later, the Facebook craze
i
a •
I Birthday:
04/04/1983
I HomeTewn:
w«ior<i.MA
- i
has not gone away and is
.,,,..
^WH^^^C^B^^BW
Westford Academy
still thriving.
Before the school
year had even begun, over
Women
250 incoming freshmen
Single
at Fairfield had already
signed up for Facebook.
The Fairfield Improv
Group even mocked the
nB r 1 w
* ' b^lfiUDEig oriw .nfiloG
new members in one of their skits dur- "tSxIsti.
bfi
ing Orientation, making jokes oiif'of real
* Ma^dfeFl^aiumiiP'can obtain eprofiles of the Class of '09 printed off mail addresses from their alma maters, and
breaking into the site is feasible. Students
Facebook.
Not everyone has fed into the Facebook who post their cell phone numbers, pictures,
screen name and other personal information
fad.
Chrystie Cruz'07 is one of the few who are risking privacy, although they may feel
safe in the Facebook community.
have not created an account.
Mark Reed, dean of students, cautions
Some students feel that those who
spend an excessive amount of time on the students about the freedom of information
Facebook sacrifice the opportunity to join the site provides.
"I know that students post things they
extracurricular groups and clubs.
"When people are involved in other shouldn't," he said. "Don't post anything
things, they don't have time for that [Fac- you wouldn't want your mother, potential
employer, or grandmother to see probably
cebook]," Cruz added.
Although the Facebook access is is a good standard some students should
restricted to users with a college e-mail consider."
Despite the gripes and risks, most
address, concerns about safety and privacy
Birthday:
Home Tcwn:
High School:

Send Steven a Message

Contact Info
Contact Email:
School Email:
Scree rtnam*:

andreMs32f>gmall.com
OS_s4ndrewsOstagvMb.falrfleld.ed1
StcvenA4444

Personal Info
Intetested In:
Relationship Status:
interests:
Favorite Music:
Favorite Books:
Favorite Movies:
Favorite Qijut. ,,

Watching the Red Sox and making newspapers
Pink Floyd, Tom Petty, Britney Spears .Andy Lao
Foocault's Pendulum, 1984
Braveheart. BASEkctbaii, Zoolander
*A witty saying proves nothing" Voltaire

Poke Him!

Connection

YOU are friends with Steven.
Mutual Friends

You have 14 frtAMft In common
with Steven.

students continue to log in daily to the
website.
They are willing to consider the positives of the Facebook in spite of its potential
dangers,
dangers.
"j
"It's
t»s interesting how you can be so
connected to people," said Jocelyn Collen
'06, who added that "the birthday reminder
is always useful."
.
For a generation for whom information
has almost always been a click away, it is
no surprise how popular the Facebook and
the expanse of information it provides has
become.
As Collen pointed out, the Facebook is
not an oddity in today's technology-oriented
world.
"Personally I think it's like AIM on
crack," she said.
Reed agrees that Facebook is another
example of the fast-paced world college
students live in.
"It seems today that students have so
many more instantaneous ways to communicate than before," he said. "However,
I don't see that it makes things better necessarily."
Only time will tell how long friendship
will be measured by an invite and exchanging messages will replace old-fashioned
talking.
In the meantime, the phrase "Facebook me!" will continue to be a common
phrase heard at Fairfield,as it is at so
many other campuses across the country.

We Are Open Late!

aPattafaMO

Thurs. 11a.m. - 2a.m. Fri - Sat. 11a.m. - 3a.m.
Regular Hours Sun. -Thurs. 11a.m. - 11p.m. Fri. - Sat. 11a.m. - 12a.m.

2424 Black Rock Tpk- Fairfield
Mon.-Thurs.-Pick-up only Can Not Be
Pizza is Always 1/2 Price Combined
With Business Discount

past pree Delivery!

1/2 Price Desserts!

FREE Soda

DOUBL RAINB W

Soda is .Always Free everyday!

Super Premium Ice Cream reg. $$HJf> $2.49 per pint

tee chart below

Awarded Best in America!

Desserts are Always 1/2 Price everyday!

Cakes

with min. purchase

New York Cheese Cake, Chocolate Mousse, Snickers Bar,

Business Discount 15% off & Free Soda everyday!
PIZZA

12"

(All Pizzas May Be Ordered Red or White)

Small

$6.99

Mozzarella or Grated cheese
Sausage, Pepperoni, Extra Mozzarella, Meatball, Peppers,
Onions, Fresh Garlic, Olives, Eggplant, Mushrooms,
Artichoke Heart, Roasted Peppers, Anchovies, Hot Cherry
Peppers, Sliced Tomatoes, Broccoli, Spinach, Pineapple.
Ham, Extra Thick- Crust, Genoa Salami M*. per topping add $1 -29
Bacon, Clams, Chicken
per topping add $1.99
Shrimp.................................... per topping add $3.99
Napolitano
SPECIALTY PIZZA
(Chicken and broccoli)
Hawaiian
(Ham and pineapple) ^.............. ..........MM.........
Primavera
(Mushrooms, peppers, onion, broccoli, spinach)
Tomato and Basil
(Sliced tomato, basil, oil, garlic)
Broccoli Special
(Broccoli, sliced tomato, garlic, grated cheese, no mozzarella)
Hot Wing Pizza
(Spicy chicken, mozzarella, side of blue cheese) ...........
BBQ Chicken Pizza
(BBQ sauce, marinara sauce, chicken, side of hot sauce) MM
Philly Cheese Steak
(Philly steak, onion, peppers, american & provolone cheese)
Clams Casino
(Clams, bacon, gariir)
Primo Works

16"
16"sq
Medium Sicilian
$9.99

$13.49

............

Lg.
Lg.
Lg.
Lg.
Lg.

$13.99

$17.49

$8.99

$13.99

$17.49

SOUPS
(Bowl 3.29 Quart 5.49)
Pasta Fagioli, New England Clam
Chowder. Chicken Noodle

$8.99

$13.99

$17.49

$8.99

$13.99

$17.49

$10.49

$15.49

$18.99

$10.49

$15.49

$18.99

$10.99

$16.49

$19.99

$16.49

$19.99

(Onion, mushroom, peppers, bacon, meatball, pepperoni, sausage) MM $10.99

$16.49

$19.99

$17.49

$21.49

$11.99

(All dinners include salad & bread)
Spaghetti or Ziti (with sauce)
With choice-, meatball, meat sauce, sausage, mushrooms, broccoli,
garlic & oil, red or white clam sauce
With: garlic & oil
»
With: grilled chicken
Ravioli
Baked Ravioli (cheese ravioli, sauce & mozzarelia)
Baked Ziti (ziti, sauce, mozzarella)
Baked Ziti Al Forno (ziti, sauce, ricotta, mozzarella)
Stuffed Shells (cheese stuffed shells with sauce & mozzarella)
Manicotti
Lasagna
Eggplant Parmigiana (with choice of spaghetti or ziti)
Chicken Parmigiana (with choice of spaghetti or ziti)
Veal Parmigiana (with choice of spaghetti or ziti)

$7.99
$9.99
$9.99
$8.99
$9.99
$2.49
$2.99
$2.29
$2.99
$7.99
$7.99
$3.99

$8.99

$10.99

Shrimp Special
(Shrimp, garlic)

Mozzarella Sticks
Sm. $4.99
Buffalo Wings mm4
Sm. $5.99
Sm. $5.99
Chicken Tenders
1
Sm. $5.99
Garlic Bites
Garlic Bites with cheese
Sm. $6.99
Garlic Bread .,
Garlic Bread with cheese
Side of Meatballs or Sausage
French Fries or Onion Rings
Fried Calamari .....»......».i
Potato Skins (bacon & Cheddar)
Cinnamon Sticks (with vanilla icing),

$2.29
$3.99
$7.49

$17.49

20 oz. with purchases over $3.00
20 Liter with purchases over $10.00
2 Liters with purchases over $20.00
2 Liters with purchases over $30.00
2 Liters with purchases over $40.00
2 Liters with purchases over $50.00

DINNERS

JUMBO CALZONES
(Includes one Side of Sauce)
Ricotta and Mozzarella $7.99
(extra item or extra side of sauce $1.00)

$1.99
$2.99
$5.99

$13.99

Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

Reese's Bar, Carrot, Tiramisu. reg. $3>Q9 $1.99

APPETIZERS

$8.99

1
1
2
3
4
5

$8.49
$7.49
$9.99
$7.99
$8.99
$7.99
$8.99
$7.99
$7.99
$8.99
$8.99
$9.99
$9.99

FOOT LONG SUBS OR HARD ROLLS
(Cold Grinders include lettuce, tomato and cheese)
"II Sandwiches Include Potato Chips)

Hot Subs

SALADS
(Dressings: Creamy Italian, Lite Italian, Caesar, Ranch, French,
Honey Mustard,Blue Cheese, Balsamic, Vinaigrette, Oil & Vinegar)

Garden Salad »«»..«..« Sm.$2.29 Lg.$4.49
Grilled Chicken Salad •• $7.49
Caesar Salad ..MM... $4.99
Grilled Chicken Caesar' $7.99
Antipasto ............. $7.99
Tuna Salad ........... $6.99
Greek Salad .......... $7.99

Cold Subs

Meatball and Sausage Parmigiana Cold Cut Combo
(ham,salami,pepperoni,american cheese)
Meatball Parmigiana
Ham & Cheese
Veal Parmigiana
Roast Beef & Cheese
Eggplant Parmigiana
Veggie Grinder
Sausage Parmigiana
Salami & Cheese
Chicken Parmigiana
Turkey & Cheese
Chicken Cutlet
Tuna & Cheose
Grilled Chicken
BLT
Foot Long Sub MM $5.99
Steak and Cheese
(with onions and american cheese)
Hard roll.......... $4.99
WRAPS
(Include fries or a side salad)

GRILLED AND FRIED DINNERS
Fried Cod.Shrimp.Scallops.or Clam Strips
Fried Combination(indudes Fries and Coleslaw)
Hamburger Platter or Grilled Chicken Platter
Cheeseburger Platter

$6.99

$9.99
$12.99
$6.99
$7.49

Grilled Chickenfroasted peppers & provolone)
Steak & Cheese(wfth onions)
Grilled Chicken Caesar
Veggie(grilled eggplant,roasted peppers,broccoli & provolone)
Buffalo Chicken(with a side of blue cheese)
Cold Cut Wraps(Choice of: ham, turkey, or roast beef & cheese)
Tuna(L&T, american cheese).,.
$399
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Fulbright scholars study in Israel, South Korea
utilizing his Fulbright scholarship to study
post-traumatic stress disorder in children
in Israel who have been affected by terrorist attacks.
Baker said in the release that he wanted to work with children because he feels
"like a lot of research tends to overlook
children in some areas."
Baker, who took at job as a psychophysiology researcher at Yale University's
Psychiatry Department at West Haven Veterans Affairs Hospital after he graduated
in May 2004, is spending his Fulbright at
Hadassah University Hospital under Arieh
Shalev, a well-known post-traumatic stress
disorder researcher.
Dolan, who graduated with an international studies and Spanish degree and
economics and Latin and Caribbean studies minor in May 2005, is taking a slightly
different path than Baker. She is utilizing
her Fulbright scholarship as an English
teaching assistant in South Korea.

BY CAITLIN CALLAGHAN

Imagine competing against graduate
students, scholars and professionals for
the opportunity to study, teach or research
abroad for a year in a country of your
choice.
Aaron Baker '04 and Jessica Dolan
'05, two Fairfield University alumni, have
done just that by winning a Fulbright grant
for the 2005-2006 academic year.
The Fulbright Grant was created in
1946 by former Senator J. William Fulbright as a way of increasing "mutual
understanding between the people of the
United States and the people of other
countries..." according to the United States
Fulbright Commission's website.
Fairfield University, which has had
35 Fulbright scholars between 1993 and
2006, had four winners in 2004-2005,
making it number one in universities that
have masters programs, according to a June
29 school press
release.
Miriam Gogol, associate
dean of the college of Arts and
Sciences, believes
that Fairfield has
had such a high
number of Fulbright recipients
because of its
dedicated students and faculty
who she says are
"significantly engaged in the process" and act as a
"support system"
for the students or
alumni.
"We have an Aaron Baker '04, who
exceptional university," said Gogol. "We have faculty that
are not only willing, but eager to support
its students."
Baker, who graduated with a degree in
psychology and minors in religious studies,
Judaic studies and classical studies from
Fairfield University in 2004, is currently

is studying in Israel.
Dolan, who spent her junior year in
college teaching English to students in
Chile, said in the release that she wants to
experience new things and "branch out" by
volunteering in a region that is "becoming
increasingly more globally important."
President of Fairfield University, Fr.

Jeffrey von Arx, S.J., says
that he and the University are
proud of "what they [Baker
and Dolan] have accomplished in winning this most
competitive and prestigious
scholarship."
"Their [Baker and
Dolan's] success follows
that of other Fairfield students
who have won Fulbrights in
the last few years...this is a
tribute not only to our students, but to the faculty who
work with them and to Dr.
Gogol who coordinates our
program," said von Arx.
Gogol feels that winning
a Fulbright scholarship is
beneficial to students, faculty and the University as a
whole.
"I am proud of our students and their ability to really help us
put Fairfield on the
map in terms of intellectual capacity
on an international
The Mirror
Jessica Dolan '04, who is studying in South Korea.
level," said Gogol.
The application process for a Fulbright is who have a grade point average of at keast
extensive. Students or alumni at 3.2, are creative, know more than one lanFairfield University must write a guage and are "adventurous intellectually"
pre-application essay, meet with to apply for the grant.
Gogol to go over their proposal,
Gogol says that just the process alone
go before a five-person facul- is an incredible learning experience bety committee, attend a writing cause the student learns how to write up
seminar headed by Beth Boquet, a grant proposal, present it before a comdirector of the writing center, or mittee and how to engage in international
a teaching seminar headed by networking.
"They really get a lot out of this
Wendy^Kohli, associate professor
of curriculum and instruction, and [process]," he said. "It is a win-win situthen go before the faculty com- ation."
The Mirror
Timothy Snyder, dean of the college
mittee again.
The committee then meets of Arts, and Sciences, said that the Fulto evaluate each student's proposal before bright grant is "one of Fairfield's premier
sending it along to the U.S. Fulbright Com- programs."
"It allows Fairfield students to pursue
mission in New York where a first cut is
their dreams of sculpting a better world
made during the last week in January.
The Fulbright is a prestigious award through international cooperation, research
and although anyone can apply, Gogol and learning," said Snyder.
strongly urges those students and alumni

Come Visit us at the Career Fair
Sept. 29th in Alumni Hall 12-3 pm
HALE means Healthy

Student Work
Program
$20.00 to start
-

Excellent Resume Experience For All Majors 1
>
>
>
^
>
>

F/T & P/T Immediate Openings
Summer / Xmas Break Avail
Internships and Scholarships
,, ,,
Must have use ofr car
Local Students preferred

> High Quality Line of Nutritional
Products - not sold in any stores
>
Residual Income - For Life!
> Professional and Fun Environment
. . _
■-.,
> Advancementtito Management
(m les§ ±m Y year _ if qualified)

For more info or to apply .online.visit:

www.halejobs.eom
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Russert speaks to FU community
CONTINUED FROM
"RUSSERT" ON P. 1

Similarly, the devastation that
ensued after Hurricane Katrina brought
with it an "objective reality that we
could see, touch, feel...and smell," Russert said.
The people televised standing on
rooftops were fellow American citizens:
homeless, hungry, their possessions
washed away.
At one time, the American public,
as well as President Bush and other
nations, were convinced that Saddam
Hussein possessed weapons of mass
destruction. Now, American citizens
are questioning the occupation in Iraq
and whether the United States is seen
as a liberator for Iraq or if it invaded the
country for reasons other than altruistic
ones, he said.
A majority of Americans do not
believe that the war in Iraq was worth the

price of the lives of their soldiers. Nev- ton bureau chief of "NBC News," Rusertheless, Russert argues, the American sert has also written a memoir about his
people must maintain a "fair standard of father, "Big Russ & Me," which became
accountability."
the New York Times #1 bestseller.
In order to do this, Americans must
"We are not ready, we are not
question their leaders as to why some prepared," said Russert, in regard to the
events happened and some did not.
possibility of another terrorist attack or
One of the reasons Russert claims hurricane. American citizens must get
that he cannot befriend any politicians is involved, he said. "It is imperative that
because he must ask them uncomfortable we as a nation are strong enough and
questions.
objective enough."
Shortly after joinJoin America's #7 Student Tour Operator
ing "NBC News" in
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, FLORIDA
1984, Russert met
with Pope John Paul
Sell Trips, Earn Cash, Go Free!
Now Hiring On-iampus Reps
II, an event that was
Call for group discounts
televised for the first
time. He joined "Meet
the Press" in December 1991 and anchors
for "The Tim Russert
ENT
TRAVEL
Show" on CNBC.
SERVICES
Serving as senior vice
1-800-648-4849 / www.ststravel.com
president and Washing-

Lice outbreak
CONTINUED FROM "LICE" ON P.

1

stress too much if they find out they have
lice. Over-the-counter treatment is very
simple. He also advised affected students
to clean their sheets and bed linens with
hot water.
Lice live for 24 hours once off a human host. A common rumor is that lice can
jump from person to person, but infection
occurs only through direct contact with
an object someone with lice has touched
to their hair.
Common symptoms are itching
caused by an allergic reaction to the louse
bites, a tickling feeling in the hair or sores
on the head caused by scratching. Some
people have no symptoms.
"Although I am now free of lice since
I used Nix shampoo and combed the eggs
out, I feel that there should have been
a campus-wide announcement to warn
students," said the anonymous female
student.
Others had different reactions.
"Thank God I live at the Beach," said
Mike Foristel '06.

BABYSITTER WANTED
Looking for responsible
babysitter with the car to drive
kids to different activities.
Driver license and car a must,
located in Fairfield. Call 203^
3191195 Evenings or 781 7109027 Days. Anna.
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HELP WANTED
Do you have a crazy schedule
and need flexible hours?
Then we can help. Were
looking for self motivated and
driven individuals.
Primo Pizza
Drivers and all positions
available.
Please call Mike at
203.374.2400
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Ritchie awarded Fairfield University Employee Choice Award
BY BILL MCBAIN

Sergeant John Ritchie has been with the
Fairfield University force for 12 years, and
he still loves it after all this time.
"What's not to like? [Fairfield has] a
diverse community, continuous changes
and the chance to shape the young minds
of students," said Ritchie.
The 38-year-old was chosen by Human Resources as this year's recipient of
the Fairfield University Employee Choice
Award because he models what Fairfield
is all about.
Mark Guglielmoni, director of Human
Resources, has nothing but praise for him.
"Sergeant Ritchie is an example of
the many dedicated employees at Fairfield
University, and in particular the Student Services Division, who'strives to make learning
and living at Fairfield a great experience,!'
said Guglielmoni. "He also represents 25
other members of Public Safety who work to
maintain that fine balance between enforcing rules, protecting the campus and keeping
our students safe."
Ritchie is always making the school and
the Fairfield community a better place. After
many townhouse break-ins, he led workshops on how to make a home less attractive
to criminals. He trains new Public Safety
officers and even teaches defensive driving
to the rest of the Public Safety force.
William Schimpf, vice-president of
Student Services, concurred with what oth-

ers in the University community
have to say about Ritchie.
"From assisting in car troubles to serving as a tour guide
when prospective students arrive
off-hours, John goes beyond the
call of duty," said Schimpf about
Ritchie's role as a Public Safety
Sergeant, a member of the University Safety Committee and his
work with the Finance Committee for the Credit Union. "John
is always polite and courteous in
his interactions."
Ritchie has a wife and two
daughters dnd takes an active
role hHproiect n^^qldrdu"
teaching paren s/',ho& tjjgoi
their children to usefher Internet
safely.
"John makes a strong effort
to learn new ideas and concepts
in the security and public safety
field, and always offers to share
what he has learned with his
co-workers and with the rest
of campus," said Guglielmoni
Bill McBain/The Mirror
John Ritchie directs traffic at the convocation last week.
of Ritchie's ability and drive to
teach others. "You do not have to steal your it sooner," said Ritchie. "I have two sib- on the entire organization," said Frank
knowledge from John because he offers it lings who graduated from here. They were Ficko, associate director of Public Safety.
willingly."
Resident Assistants, and one is a former "We are proud of John and all of our Public
Ritchie came to Fairfield after he in- FUS A president who worked as a part-time Safety Officers who strive to make Fairfield
terned with the State Probation Office and a dispatcher for what was kno\*n back then University a safe and secure community."
boss recommended the University to him.
as Security."
"We view his selection as a reflection
"I don't know why I didn't think of
i
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WHY CAREER PLANNING?
DOES IT HELP?
WHY NOT ASK SOME OF THE MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF 2005?

Here is a partial List of members of tht 2005 class who have utilised our services:
William Allison—Merrill Lunch
ReL ec ca Ba naha n—Wij et h Pharmac eut icals
Nocholas Bena truista —Liz ClaiLome
Mic ha el Brenna n—JP Morgan Cha-s e
Theresa Buiano—Ernst &* Young
Carolina Canonic a—Yale Uiuveisinj
Kim Ca rah etta —Goldman S ac hs
Linclsaij Cavaluiio—Mind Share
Bridget Champagne—Hewitt Associates
Meghan Coiro—McGladreaj & Pull en
Geoffreij Cook—KPMG
Rachel Donnellij—Deloltte
Daniell e Doria —Tril egia nt
Jaclijn D uf f ij —Stamford Hosp ital
Tim Fat er—Pric ewat erhous eCoop eis
Stephanie Fine —Johnson^ Johnson
Lindsaaj Gaijnor—Bridgewater Associates
Elide Grahowski—^SotheLij s American Arts
Kathrajn Hendren —Citigroup

Rijan Jess ell—Towers Per rin
David Lett—Surveij Sampling
St ephanie Lucca —GEIML P
SiohhanOLearij—Emigrant Funding Corp.
Julie McLo ughlin—G uij Ca rpent er
Marina Pastor ell e—Morgan Stanleaj
Kristina Rio r dan—T each tor America
~t ...J'Z e*r*M —Hewitt Associates
AllisonSchick—Virtual Press Office
Brigitt e Schine —UBS
T erenc e Scroo p e —Marketing Management Analijt ics
Rijan Stark—Nat exis Bl eichro e der

Career Planning Center, Barone Campus Center, Pjn 96,
ext 4081
email: cpc(@pnaiLfairfieldedu
Don't nave time? Open Drop-In Hours: MWTh 1:30-3:30pm
BCC Info Desk
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Fairfield and AHANA work to promote diversity on campus
"I could count the number of minorities by hand," he said. "Now, the number is
It has been a long and slow battle, but steadily increasing with the new freshman
Fairfield University is becoming diverse and coming in."
multicultural as its demographics change
According to Manon, Fairfield needs
this year with faculty hires and efforts to more funding for many of its multicultural
attract more minority students.
programs.
Andrea Hevia '06 has spent four years
The comments came after Academic
at Fairfield without many minority profes- Vice President Orin Grossman's diversity
sors to help serve as role models for her and task force, which was developed last year
other students.
to examine how the University can attract
"Since I got here freshman year, there and retain more AHANA students, set out
has not been much diversity, especially to hire AHANA faculty and to expand
among international students," said Hevia. the curriculum with more multicultural
"I am the only Venezuelan in the school. content. Four new African-American proBut it is getting there. Now there are more fessors were hired in the college of Arts
international students and Fairfield is more and Science. This number is up from three
African-American professors last year,
diverse than when I started."
"We made some progress this pasTy
Fausto De La Rosa Manon '08 experienced a huge culture shock as a freshman.
in faculty hires, both in international faculty
and faculty members from
underrepresented groups,"
Grossman said. "We made
slight progress in attracting
more students from underrepresented groups. I don't
think it was enough to pat
ourselves on the back, but it
was a start."
"We need continued
education among all sectors
of the University to understand how central diversity
is to the Jesuit and Catholic
James Scholl/The Mirror
mission of the University and
BY AUDREY ADADE

Larry Maison addresses a group of AHANA students.

James Scholl/The Mirror

the AHANA welcome earlier in the school year.

how central diversity is to our dreams and
hopes of building an even better educational
experience for all of our students," said
Grossman.
The new professors, who all have
doctoral degrees, are Renee White of the
anthropology and sociology department,
Terry-Ann Jones of the sociology and international studies department, Yohuru Williams of the history department and Kevin
Dawson of the history department.
As a student at both the University of
Miami and a university in Toronto, Jones
was exposed to a diverse student body.
Dawson had a similar experience.
"I completed my B.A. and M.A. in

California, where the student bodies were
much more diverse," he said.
Jones added that her role is not demographic or to add to the black faculty,
but it is to expose her students to a diverse
curriculum.
"I do not see a lot of diversity here,"
said Jones. "The diversity is not visible.
As I get to know my students of different
backgrounds maybe that will change."
"In the end, diversity helps the students
at Fairfield," said Hevia. "When students
graduate, they go into the 'real' world where
they will encounter diversity. It is good to
broaden our horizons."

Share your space, but live on your own.

All furnishings pictured are from Wal-Mart.

Get everything for your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition.

Storage

WAL-MART
ALWAYS LOW PRICES.

waimarT.com
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Editorial Board
Tara E. Lynch - Editor in Chief
Ryan T. Blair - Managing Editor
Elizabeth A. Cooper - Managing Editor
Cara Muzik - Commentary Editor

Cheers and Boos
CHEERS to Fairfield University's response to
Hurricane Katrina. The fostering of 49 students from
Loyola College New Orleans and Tulane University a
clear and measured sacrifice on the part of the uniyer- j
sity communicty to assist those affected by the worst
natural disaster in American history.
Commendably, the already bed-starved Department of Residence Life offered to stretch its limited
resources and find homes in the dorms for 16 of these
students. Also laudable is the student body's warm
reception of the new residents and commuter students,
more of whom begin classes at Fairfield each day.
In additon, Campus Ministry has spearheaded the
university's contribution to the disaster relief, organizing supply drives and fundraisers for victims in the gulf
region.
All of these actions serve to uphold the missions
and values of any Jesuit university. They instill a sense
of pride in our student community for our ability to
welcome those who are in need. For this, we should all
celebrate.
BOOS to the 23 members of the student body, and
especially freshmen, who have had to make alcohol-related trips to the health center and St. Vincent's hospital
during the first two weeks of school.
College is without question a time of increased independence, but this freedom is not to be taken lightly
and comes with a great deal of responsibility. While the
number of incidents is about average at this point in the
year, this does not absolve these students—and their fellow partiers—of responsibility for themselves and their
friends.
As we progress further into the school year, we
must remember to be accountable for our actions and
keep in mind not only the safety of ourselves and those
around us, but also the true purpose of our presence at
Fairfield University.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial
board. What is your opinion? Write to us: themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
or submitted through our website: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center

Russ and me
BLAIR NECESSITIES
RYAN BLAIR

Monday night started like any other. At the
last minute I got a ticket to see Tim Russert, far and
away one of the most important journalists working in American media today, at the Open Visions
Forum. As an avid fan of his Sunday morning news
program, Meet the Press, the longest-running show
in television history, I anticipated this as being
the most relevant Forum of my four years here at
Fairfield. I headed down to the Quick Center with
a sense of quiet anticipation tempered by the stern
command of our photo editor, Katie McCarthy, to
get a good picture of Russert for the paper.
With a Mirror camera in tow, I asked the appropriate Forum official for press credentials to
shoot during the lecture.
"Oh, you're from the Mirror! He'll speak to
you!" she said.
I wish I could have seen my face at that moment so that I could witness my jaw independently
dislocate itself from the rest of my head and fall to
the ground.
"Do you have any questions for him? Here,
come on, let's go!"
Before I had a chance to shout "God no! Not
like this!" we were already on our way.
That sense of quiet anticipation was
quickly replaced by the acrid taste of my
pizza dinner churning violently in my
stomach. As we navigated through the
throng of gatherers in the Quick Center
lobby on our way to tHe greenroom, I
quickly took stock of my appearance:
a tattered, two-to-three-year-old oxford
shirt untucked out of wrinkled khaki pants
which fell unpresentably to my wornout leather sandals which, incidentally,
reeked. Realizing that I was unprepared
for this interview in every measurable
way, the voice of a high-school teacher of
mine echoed through my head, repeating
in the wise, taunting, and inoffensively

sarcastic tone that only a priest can utter, "Way to
go, ace!"
Any interviewer who is worth his salt would
already have several questions and follow-ups in
mind heading into such an important exchange. I,
however, had between 50 and 80 seconds to come
up with a line of questioning for the man chosen
to represent "the press," the only profession mentioned in the U.S. Constitution, in interviews with
only the most important newsmakers of our age.
I walked into the greenroom, and there he was,
sitting on a couch chatting with Fr. Von Arx, Dr.
Orman, and Dr. Eliasoph. The three extraneous
people left the room, and there I was, one on one,
face to face, with Tim Russert.
I introduced myself, and then instinctively
looked at my notepad for the first question.
Seeing the blank page, I remembered that I
had no questions.
In the blur that followed, Mr. Russert told me
about his experiences in New Orleans, and his
dual role as a journalist and an American citizen
reporting this sobering news to the people. During
this formal part of the exchange, I was writing so
furiously in my notepad to quote him that very few
of the notes are legible a day later.
After that, easily the best and worst day of my
entire life, my dad asked me over the phone if I
thought I made a good impression. I assured him
that "I'm actually pretty sure I left no impression,
but I really don't care. I met him."

Dr. Eliasoph and Dr. Orman chat with Russert.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
FUSA book exchange proves
Senate's capability this year
To the Editor:
I was pleased to have a project of the
FUSA Senate featured in The Mirror last
Thursday in the article by Anna Papachristos. It was great to see FUSA get recognition
for something other than the concerts. We
really think that the FUSA Book Exchange
will be beneficial to both the textbook buyers
and the sellers. The FUSA Book Exchange
is an example of what Senate is capable of
when the student body brings forth issues
and concerns they may have,
I just want to clarify a few pieces of
information in the article. The Book Exchange set-up was actually finalized over the
summer and is completely up and running
right now. The website given as http://www.
fairfieldfuse.com was for the Fairfield FUSE
website (Fairfield University Student Evaluations) and not for the Book Exchange.

The FUSA Book exchange is a part of
the Stagweb system. Once a student logs
into a Stagweb account, they just have to
click on the Campus Life tab and then the
direct link on the top right in the FUSA box.
Thank you!
Sincerely,
Jennifer Cole '06
Chair of FUSA Senate

Fairfield U: Falling from reach
school to safety
To the Editor:
As parents of a graduate of the
class of 2000, who is currently an
MBA candidate at Fairfield, and of
a student in the class of 2006, we
reHsBgayed^^^wi'fearned that
I acc§p Hpe rate this^ar
Our fearg
Hairfield's reputation is going to be diminished and
that high school seniors will look
at Fairfield as a safety instead of a
target or reach school.
We are concerned that it will
become a vicious cycle since this is
the second year in a row that the acceptance rate has gone up and fewer
applications have been submitted.
We are afraid that the caliber

of the students coming in will drop
because Fairfield is showing itself
to be a less selective school. When
high school students and their parents look at school descriptions, they
will notice that Fairfield's admittance
rates have jumped considerably, especially after having been at under
50 percent for three consecutive
years.
In addition, the larger student
body will clearly impact student life
on campus.
We hope that Fairfield will reevaluate their admissions criteria in
years to come.
Sincerely,
Dr. and Mrs. Philip Cooper

Despite lost traditions, seniors will leave their legacy
BY LAUREN PEPICIELLO
L„

^*PTi*. w-_

My roommates and I decided to start our first night out as seniors at the Seagrape
Cafe (suprise, surprise). Of course, we have ended up at the bar every night we've gone
out since since this school year started, but that particular night we went for a celebratory
drink at 7 p.m. when there was no sign of a Fairfield senior (or really anyone for that matter). My friends and I got to talking to one of the bartenders and the ensuing conversation
inspired me to write this column.
After we introduced ourselves to the bartender, told him where we lived and asked
him how he liked working at the Seagrape, he said, "So is your class going to be better
than the last one? They sucked. Never
came into the bar..."
Of course, I jumped in and hastily
answered, "Absolutely, we are a great
class..." At the time, the answer to his
question rolled off my tongue so effortlessly that I didn't even have a second
thought about indirectly bashing the last
class of seniors and heralding ours.
Why do I think so highly of my class?
This is a question that I have been pondering since that night. I started to think
about our four years here and thought
about how our grade has over and over
again gotten the shaft.
Let me trace the bad history of the
class of 2006. We start our freshman
year pumped up with excitement for the
infamous Clam Jam and Luau. However,
authority was secretly snickering at our
anticipation because, guess what freshman? You are too late! With the injunction in effect, students can only dream of The Seagrape Cafe: A senior haven,
what that weekend must have been like for the prior classes, because it will never happen
again on that level.
Yet another incident added to the pile of bad news of our freshman year. Does anyone
recall going to their mailboxes one random day and finding a "breaking news" letter stating
that the university is "very sorry," but it is disbanding our football and hockey programs,
inevitably forcing some of our best friends to transfer?
After that, the downward spiral continued. Juniors can no longer live off campus. We
were told to pack into the townhouses and forget our leases and lost money. Keg races

were gone.
I know some of you probably did not even give a second thought to getting rid of
keg races. It is a disgusting tradition, I know. Others could not care less about riot living
at the beach junior year. Don't get me wrong here. I am not suggesting that we need the
beach or binge drinking to have a great college experience. However, I, as did many of
my classmates, came into FU with preconceived notions about how our four years would
be spent.
After having heard stories about the insanity that was Clam Jam or having known
juniors who got to live at the beach, understandably, I was curious to see what all the hype
was about. So, on the surface, it seemed like we lost a lot.
However, the reason I believe the reason that our class is so exceptional is that, even
in spite of all these obstacles and
setbacks, my college experience has
been nothing short of fabulous. Despite the lack of school spirit which
plagues our campus as a whole, there
is, in contrast, so much camaraderie
that exists among the students of the
2006 class that it amazes me.
The interesting part is that I cannot put my finger on a single thing
that makes us shine more than the
other seniors who came before us.
Maybe it is that we are sick of being shafted, and, therefore, we unite
under that commonality. Or maybe
it is that in times of change, you
identify with the people around you.
Who knows? But whatever the case
may be, I think there is something
undeniably special about us.
As the school year has just
begun,
we seniors have a chance to
Mirror File Photo „ 6
,
,. .
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forget the traditions of which we were
deprived and the obstacles that have gotten in the way of good times. We have a chance
to invent new traditions and to leave a lasting legacy as our predecessors did with many
of the traditions which have so suddenly slipped away from our class.
Although I will not run down a list of things that give me such enormous faith that this
class will rise to the challenge, I will say that I have no doubt that we will be remembered.
Like I said, some, or even all, of you may disagree with much of what I have rambled
about in this column, but somehow I doubt that. I am confident that this school year will
speak for itself.

^ENTERTAINMENT
Editor: Nick Caruso
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"Lost" and not found: The cast of the hit show, including Matthew Fox and Dominic Monaghan.
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Get "Lost" in one of this season's most
anticipated shows
BY AMY MAYRHOFER

A tropical island, the sun glistening on perfect blue
waves that break on a white sand beach and a gentle breeze
blowing through the palm trees. Sounds relaxing.
But I forgot to mention monsters that can uproot fullgrown trees, deadly polar bears and that psychopath Ethan
running around killing people.
Welcome to "Lost," last year's biggest television sensation. From the mind of J.J. Abrams (creator of "Alias" and
"Felicity"), "Lost" is a fast-paced drama full of harrowing
twists and turns that has sparked worldwide devotion and
garnered high critical praise, including recent Emmys for
Best Drama and Best Director.,
Flight Oceanic 851 left Australia bound for the United
States when it crashed suddenly, killing many on board and
leaving 48 survivors stranded on an island somewhere in
the Pacific.
The ensemble cast, with 14 principle characters, has
to overcome more than the language barrier if it has any
hope of rescue. Not only must problems of food and shelter
be faced, but the island itself contains many powerful and
almost otherworldly forces. A crippled man walks, the dead
seem to move among the living and a mysterious French
woman who has been stranded on the island for 16 years
appears to hold the key to survival. The cast seems like they
can never have a bad day, as they consistently turn in phe-

nomenal performances that are both touching and humorous.
Standouts include Terry O'Quinn as the enigmatic John

Lost" The complete first season is in stores now.

Locke, Matthew Fox, from "Party of Five," as Dr. Jack
Shepard and Dominic Monaghan, of "Lord of the Rings"
hobbit fame, as ex-rocker and current junkie Charlie
Pace.
Newcomers Evangeline Lilly and Naveen Andrews
shine brightly, while sleeper performances from Yoon-jin
Kim as Sun Kwon and Jorge Garcia as Hurley Reyes, a
California man with a big secret, make the show brilliant
and worth every minute.
Each episode focuses on one character as the series
chronicles how these castaways came to be lost and how
they are connected to each other and the island in ways no
one can imagine. Suspense abounds as the island monsters
make appearances, dead bodies are found in the caves and
the treetops and "the others" capture, torture and kill several
survivors.
For those who did not get caught up the first time
around, the first season has just been released on DVD
for uninterrupted, commercial-free viewing pleasure. The
second season premiered this week with new episodes airing
on Wednesdays at 9 p.m. on ABC.
Those of us in the know are dying for some answers:
What did Kate do? Why is Walt so important? What is up
with the black rock? What do those deadly numbers mean?
Most importantly, what is in the hatch? Get "Lost" every
Wednesday and find out!
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"Good Apollo" truly a golden god;
Coheed and Cambria's major debut is rock for the ages
BY BRIAN LYNCH

Coheed and Cambria is one of those rare bands that comes
along every so often and transcends not only genre classification, but seem to re-define the rules of each genre it touches
upon. In the spirit of the classics, Coheed and Cambria forges
into the future and creates music that is powerful, touching
and catchy as hell.
The fact that frontman Claudio Sanchez uses their albums
to tell the saga of his heroes, Coheed and Cambria, is also of
note to anybody who thought that Green Day's "American
Idiot" was the be-all end-all of rock operas. But what really
sets apart Coheed and Cambria from mainstream music, as
well as their modern rock counterparts, is that their progressive style and intricate "dueling" guitar work never takes
away from the experience of the songs. Where some bands
feature "breaks" to allow a soloist to take center stage over
the song, this is not so with Coheed and Cambria. For them,
every song is a work of art, and, as is such with great music,
every note counts.
As was mentioned earlier, Coheed and Cambria's albums
tell the story of Coheed, Cambria, their children and their roles
in an epic story of universal conflict, betrayal, heartbreak and
violence. (Think if Lucas decided to make Star Wars into a
series of albums... and could actually write).
While, as always,
being able to understand
the story makes for more
rewarding listening, the
catchy riffs and falsetto
vocals will stick in your
head for days, even if
you find yourself buying
the Coheed and Cambria comic books (yes,
you saw that right) to
make heads or tails of
the story.
But if there is one
undeniable draw to their
music, it's that Coheed
and Cambria makes it
as readily accessible or
Artist: Coheed and
complex as you want it
Cambria
to be.
Like a good paintAlbum: "Good Apollo"
ing that one can look
Label: Columbia
at again and again and
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Coheed and Cambria: "Welcome Home" classic rockers
still find new details that keep it fresh, the band as a whole
has created music that is both atmospheric and poignant. A
perfect example is the lead single, "Welcome Home," which
would sound right at home in a war movie like "Black Hawk
Down," with threatening guitars, an almost militaristic drum
beat and the scariest string section ever imagined. Over it
all, Sanchez's voice is haunting, delivering lyrics like "You
stormed off to scar the armada / Like Jesus played letter, / I'll
drill through your hands" with the kind of range and power
Robert Plant wished for in his glory days with Led Zeppelin.
Even the instrumental and acoustic tracks are stinging with
sweetness and sorrow. However, the album's coup de grace
is the four-part, 30-minute epic "The Willing Well," which
is an experience that you might just want to put on, lock the
door, close your eyes and allow it to wash over you.
From the beautiful minimalism of acoustic tracks like
"Always and Never" and "Wake Up" to the massive, almost
orchestral approach of "Welcome Home" and straight-ahead

rockers like "The Suffering," Coheed's got a little bit of
something for everybody.
Since their first independent album in 2002, "The Second
Stage Turbine Blade," their overall sound has evolved so
noticeably and drastically, it's hard to believe that a sonically
defined band like Coheed could have once been a simple posthardcore band from N.Y. called Shabootie. (No lie - But if
you ever thought about calling a band Shabootie, you're in
good company).
In lieu of people always complaining that bands on commercial radio all sound "exactly the same," and modern rock
having fast become a haven for the kind of sad bastard music
that many thought went out with flannel and ridiculous hats,
pick up the "Good Apollo I'm Burning Star IV, Volume One:
Fear Through The Eyes of Madness." It's fresh, it's beautiful
and it deserves all five Stags.
And to all the disenfranchised rock fans that thought they
'd never find another band that matched that caliber and imagination of '60s and '70s rock and roll-"Welcome Home."

Jim Wand puts Fair!
BY ELIZABETH COOPER

Pull my finger? Fairfield students feel the effects of Jim Wand's magic.

Chris Miller/The Mirror

Alt of my fears about hypnotism were allayed last Thursday
night at Jim Ward's hypnotism show, his fifteenth at Fairfield, presented by FUSA and held in the lower level of the campus center.
Never intending to participate, I interviewed him before the show,
but it turned out to be my participation and not the interview that
calmed my nerves. *
I did not volunteer for this. Ward's promise that an hour of
hypnosis was equal to several hours of sound sleep was tempting
(and I was tired!), but I was too scared to be one of the volunteers
up on stage. What if I did something stupid? Worse, what if I
said something entirely inappropriate?
Ward encouraged audience members to take a shot at hypnosis
from their seats. All we had to do was focus on a blinking red
bicycle light on stage as he spoke to us. As the process began, I
found myself beginning to relax and giving into my already-tired
state. I knew I could use some extra rest, and hey, the relaxation
was beginning to feel good, so who cared if he pulled me up on
stage?
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till spinning: "They're a rock band with jam-band tendencies who can pull off a good pop song every now and then."

Contributed Photo/Spin Doctors Press Photo

Spin Doctors "Can't Be Wrong" promoting new CD at Toad's Place
BY SEAN CORBETT

After recovery it was a mutual decision to take a break.
"We decided it would need to be the original members if we
Let's go back for a moment to October 1991. You are were to get together after that," said Comess.
seven and it is Friday and you are really pumped about TGIF
The Spin Doctors were no more.
tonight. Then, your new favorite song comes on the radio. It's
Until the owner of Wetlands in lower Manhattan gave
"Little Miss Can't Be Wrong" by the Spin Doctors.
Aaron Comess a call to see if they could reunite for the club's
Drummer Aaron Comess agreed in a phone interview last show. They hadn't all been in a room together in about
I Tuesday that the overexposure and over saturation that came seven years.
with the success of their first album "Pocket Full of Kryptonite"
"It was the perfect way to do it," said Comess about the
will be impossible to match.
reunion. It took place at one of their old favorite venues and
After their 20 minutes of fame was over, they did end up after a great show, they shook hands and expected that to be
trying to match it, though. The two albums that came after that But none could walk away from the band now. All four
their initial success, "You've Got to Believe In Something" of the original members decided to give it another go.
"Nobody was thinking about the future, really," said
and "Here Comes the Bride," were strikingly similar but not
Comess, "but that one night led to more nights" which led to a
nearly as popular or critically exciting.
This fall from grace caused guitarist Eric Schenkmanin tour, which led to more tours, which led to songwriting, which
to leave in 1994, but later that year they toured with the Roll- led to a new album that was released on Sept. 13.
The new album is called "Nice Talking to Me," and is
ing Stones. During the recording process of "Bride" in 1999
they lost bassist Mark White and it was only lead singer Chris a result of trying "not to rely too much on a formula, it was
a more organic 'see-what-happens' approach," according to
Barron and Comess left to finish promoting.
But that wouldn't work out either. Barron had lost his Comess.
One good thing, when releasing their new album "Nice
voice. You hear this a lot in music; "so-and-so lost his voice
and has to postpone a couple shows." But Barron literally Talking to Me" this September, The Spin Doctors didn't try to
lost his voice, and they didn't think it was coming back. It's seem like something they are not, which is refreshing. Popucalled vocal-chord paralysis and he couldn't sing for about a lar bands these days create an exaggerated buzz before their
album. Coldplay was compared to U2 before their CD came
year and a half, according to their tour manager, JB.
out but when it did it proved to be an album that's
virtually indistinguishable from their others.
And while The Spin Doctors' new album is very
similar to "Kryptonite," it feels slightly more mature
as a whole. Rather than beef themselves up with hype,
the Spin Doctors embrace what they are. They're a
My arms began to tingle and feel heavy. My eyes were closed,
rock band with jam-band tendencies who can pull off
and I felt him lift my arm and let it fall to see if I was really out of
a good pop song every now and then.
lit. I was, and it felt great. By the time I walked up to the stage, I
They say the trademark Spin Doctors sound
[felt like I was in a drug-induced stupor (think valium) and had to
comes naturally from the chemistry between the four
step carefully as I stumbled forward.
members of the band. Some will call the vocal styles
Ward explained before the show that he measures the extent of
of Chris Barron lazy or unexciting, but you could easperson's hypnosis by their breathing, pulse and eye movement.
ily get away with using a synonym and calling it laid
|l do know that my breathing slowed during the show, as though I
back or easy-going.
/as in a deep sleep, and all my eyes wanted to do was close. The
The CD has its low points, but there are some
ieep state of relaxation left me wanting to curl up in bed.
quality songs on it Many pay homage to their success
Ward also said that volunteers typically feed off of noise
in the '90s in just the right way. The title track, "Hapand energy, so a large crowd does not have a negative effect on a
pily Ever After" and "Margarita" are three of the best
hypnotized group.
and are each different from the others on the album.
The truth about hypnotism, as I found out, is not as scary as
The slow paced introspective single "Kick the
lit first seemed. I was aware of what was going on the entire time;
Habit" sets the band apart from its own past and
ll simply did not care that I or the others around me were acting
does not seem to be a wise choice. Virtually nobody
■goofy. I did not do anything horrendously embarrassing and the
knows they're back and even less know they have a
sxperience was overall a positive one. I felt groggy immediately
lafterward, and while this sensation passed rather quickly, I slept
new CD.
Comess said they realize they have a lot of work
llike a baby Thursday night and felt relaxed all Friday. Hypnosis
just may be the best end-of-the-week chill session there is.
to do.

[eld under his spell

"It's not like everyone is writing in their journals, 'Hey,
I can't wait for the Spin Doctors to come back."
After witnessing a live performance by the Doctors at
Toad's Place on the day of the new album's release, it was a
bit of a shame. Watching these guys pour their hearts out in
front of a half-full audience, it was impossible to look past
the fact that these guys were once on top of the world. True,
they're not exactly trying to get back up to that status, but "It'd
be nice to sell a million records," said Comess.
Barron seemed rather naive when introducing "Little Miss
Can't Be Wrong" at Toad's by saying, "What other band Ln the
world can do this?" But concerts are a wonderful thing because
everyone gets caught up in the eneigy and excitement, so lie
got away with it.
The show had three opening bands, which was less than
enjoyable, and the Spin Doctors took the stage at around
11:45.
They are funky and fun and they know how to rock.
They're talented performers and musicians and they put on
a great show. Live music is almost always a blast to watch,
especially when the performers are enjoying themselves. The
Spin Doctors are definitely doing what they love to do, but
they might never be able to get past the fact that they wrote a
couple of the most popular songs of the '90s.
Comess described their goals for the future to be realistic
and simple.
"We want to be a great career rock band with a good fan
base and to make a living that way. The four of us are life
musicians. I'm going to be playing music until I can't anymore; until I die."
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Same familiar sound: The Spin Doctors' newest album
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"The Exorcism of
Emily Rose" proves
to be a scream
grisly death in his care.
Emily is dead at the start of the
movie and we see her possession unfold
I walked out of the theater at the end in a series of flashbacks. Emily (played
Contributed Photo
of a movie six days ago. I have not had a by Jennifer Carpenter) is an extremely Don't go in there! The spiritual world is explored in "Emily Rose"
decent night's sleep since. Not only did pious 19-year-old girl who is first visited
this movie hold my undivided attention by demons one night while she is alone in
We watch as Emily becomes an empty "Emily Rose" reaches its climax when
for two hours, it literally scared the hell her college dorm room. It is 3 a.m., a sort shell of a person. She rips her hair out in Father Moore performs an exorcism on
out of me.
of "Biblical witching hour" when Emily handfuls and her once pretty face becomes Emily. Taking place in a barn on a stormy
The worst part is—it's
awakes to the smell of burn- bruised and battered from self-inflicted night, the scene is ripe with hellish winds,
based on a true story.
ing and to the sensation wounds. It is scary enough to think of terrified farm animals, demonic screaming
that something is crushing ghost and demons that exist "out there," and utter disarray as Moore demands the
"The Exorcism of
Rating:
her chest.
but it is almost unbearable to watch evil demon's name. The possessed Emily anEmily Rose," tells the account of a lawyer named
Things only go down- attack someone from the inside.
swers back in riddles in a voice that raises
hill
from
here.
After
that
Erin Bruner (played by
Flash-forward to the present. As Erin the hair on the back of your neck. After
fateful night in her dorm Bruner gets more involved with the case, much coaxing, she finally answers: "I am
Laura Linney) as she
Movie: The
defends Father Moore
room, Emily engages in dark forces begin to enter her life as well. the one who dwells within."
Exorcism of
(played by Tom Wilkinbizarre behaviors such as Bruner awakes every night at 3 a.m. to
The exorcism is unsuccessful, as the
Emily Rose
son) against allegations
eating spiders and. trying strange occurrences and this once-atheist viewers already know and Moore dedito scratch and bite her way lawyer begins to believe in the spiritual cates himself to telling Emily's story, in
of negligent homicide. FaRated: PG-13
ther Moore performs the
through walls. She sees realm. Linney is extremely impressive in what proves to be a sincerely touching and
Starring: Laura
religious ritual of exorghastly images everywhere this role and keeps the viewer riveted as religiously provocative ending.
Linney, Tom
cism on Emily to cleanse
and she speaks in ancient she explores Father Moore's case.
This movie will scare you. Although
Wilkenson
Based on the real life exorcism of Ah- you will wake up at 3 a.m. and wished you
her soul of demonic postongues dating back to the
neliese Michel, a German college student, hadn't, go see it anyway.
session and she dies a
time of Christ.
BY JODI MlNERVINO
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MERRILL LYNCH PRESENTATION
FAIRFIELD seniors are invited to attend:
Wednesday, September 28, 2005
5:00-6:30 pm
Barone Campus Center, Room 200
Whether you look at us in terms of people, culture, products or our virtually limitless possibilities, Merrill Lynch defines "exceptional"
in every sense of the word. It's a source of pride for all of us who work here. And a source of exceptional careers for those eager to
share in our passion for doing great things.
Attend our presentation. And let's explore the possibilities together.
Full-time opportunities:

• Accounting & Finance
• Operations
EXCEPTIONAL WITHOUT EXCEPTION
Merrill Lynch is an equal opportunity employer.
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Study Abroad Fair offers sampling of international programs
biology while I was there. There aren't very many opportunities for science students to
go abroad, so I'm here today to let students know that it is possible to be a science major
and go abroad"
/
Imagine being able to travel from England to France in a matter of moments, nibbling
In addition.to imparting his knowledge about studying in China, Alex Martinez '06
on a traditional English tea biscuit as you complete your journey. Latin America is across volunteered at the fair in order to convince more students to seriously consider Asia as a
the room, Australia is a few feet to your left and from this angle, the cookies in Italy appear destination.
downright irresistible.
"I think there are not enough people inThe first floor lounge of the campus center
terested in going to Asia, especially China,"
was transformed into a miniature United Nahe said. "And many people don't realize how
tions as the study abroad office hosted their
important it is to keep China in mind,"
second annual Study Abroad Fair on Tuesday.
Wandering around looking overwhelmed
Students wandered through several rows of
and even dazed, it was clear that many stuimpressive display tables, picking up leaflets
dents were surprised at the number of destinaabout Fairfield's variety of study abroad protions Fairfield offers.
grams while munching on customary snacks
"There was lots of information [availfrom a variety of exotic destinations.
able] that I previously didn't know," said
In addition to information tables stacked
Stacey Molski '08. She said she attended the
with pamphlets, photographs, memorabilia,
fair because it offered information she was
and food, the fair included presentations that
unable to obtain through her own Internet
began approximately every 30 minutes and
research, including first-hand accounts from
discussed many of the programs in depth.
other Fairfield students who have studied
One of these presentations, entitled "Planabroad.'
ning Ahead - A Session for Freshmen and
Michelle Wolstromer '08 also stressed
Sophomores," perhaps best captures one of
the value of being able to talk to other students
the study abroad office's major goals in hostwho have already experienced life abroad.
ing the fair.
"[Attending the fair is] a lot easier than
"With the growth of'study abroad at
looking online to find out information because
Fairfield, I want to start students thinking
you actually talk to people who have been
about study abroad options early on," said
there," she said.
Sean Corbett/The Mirror
Susan Fitzgerald, director of study abroad proOrganizers of the fair said they spent
grams and associate dean of University Col- I see London, I see France: The Study Abroad Fair offered information tables on doz- nearly the entire summer preparing through
ens of programs, including a new option to study at a Jesuit university in Nicaragua.
staff meetings, where they reflected on last
lege. In addition to providing the opportunity
year's fair. Not suprisingly, considering the
for exploration of all Fairfield's possibilities,
immense
amount
of
planning,
there
was
no
shortage
of volunteers willing to help out. Both
the annual fair also fosters early thought about fitting an abroad experience in a student's
faculty and students jumped at the chance to participate, said Fitzgerald.
undergraduate career, said Fitzgerald.
When asked to estimate the number of people who attended at least some portion
Students who have already studied abroad volunteered at the fair, offering insight to
potential travelers. Although some of the students who worked at the fair were paid, most of the fair, Christine Bowers, assistant director of study abroad programs, was unable to
produce a figure.
were volunteers who took time out of their busy schedules to discuss their travels.
"It's been so busy, I haven't been able to count," she said as shehustled between tables
"I decided to work this fair because I had fun in London and I wanted to share my
experiences," said Richard Brennan '06, who manned the England information table for to assist a long line of students. Fitzgerald estimates that several hundred attended.
"It's been a rousing success," Fitzgerald said. "We haven't stopped!"
over two hours.
Students interested in learning more about study abroad programs should contact the
Biology major Anne Morris '06 wanted to let other science majors know that despite
office of international education at extension 4332 or visit their website at http://www.
a rigorous course load, traveling abroad is still an option.
"My experience in Costa Rica was absolutely amazing," she said. "I studied tropical fairfield.edu/studyabroad.xml.
BY TARA TOULOUMIS

Combating Katrina: How you can help hurricane victims
BY ALEXANDRA GROSS

Let's face it: the majority of students
who attend Fairfield are children of means.
Looking at the recent Hurricane Katrina
disaster, we cannot even fathom the immense devastation and the flooding of a
major American city.
In our young adult lives, many of us
have never been exposed to such a natural
disaster. On television, we only see clips
of leveled, water-logged homes and people

American
Red Cross
Contributed photo

drifting on pieces of raft-like debris in the
flooded streets of Louisiana and Mississippi.
From sound bites and TV interviews, we are
told about the desperation of the survivors
to find food, clean water, and remnants of
their past, as well as the heart-wrenching
tales about the search for loved ones.
What can we, the privileged students of
Fairfield University, do to aid those in a timeof great need? The following organizations
have withstood the vetting process by major
news organizations and guarantee that your
money or other donations get directly to
the people affected by Katrina.

American Red Cross
By phone: 1-800-HELP-NOW
By mail: American Red Cross Disaster Response Fund, P.O. Box 37243,
Washington, DC 20013
Donations may also be made online

at www.redcross.org. While visiting this
site, find out if there are any blood drives
near campus or your hometown.

Catholic Charities USA
Approximately 96 percent of contributions from this year will go exclusively to
the 2005 Hurricane Relief Fund.
— By phone: 1-800-919-9338
By mail: Catholic Charities USA,
2005 Hurricane Relief Fund, P.O. Box
25168, Alexandria, VA 22313-9788
Contribute online at www.catholiccharitiesusa.org/news/katrina.cfm.

AmeriCares
By phone: 1-800-486-HELP (4357)
By mail: AmeriCares Hurricane Katrina
Relief Fund, 88 Hamilton Ave., Stamford,
CT USA 06902
Donate online: www.americares.org.

Habitat for Humanity
Habitat is helping families rebuild in
regions affected by disaster by "planning
long-term recovery and the building of
permanent recovery homes," according to
their website.
Online donations are preferred: www.
habitat.org/disaster/2005/Katrina
For a complete list of nationally and
internationally affiliated organizations
involved in the Hurricane Katrina relief
projects, please visit www.cnn.com/SPECIALS/2005/katrina/help.center/. Additionally, relief work is occuring in towns
across the country, even around Fairfield.
Stay posted for food, supply and clothing
drives. Donating is not a difficult process.
Use this opportunity to think beyond your
safety net and make a difference in the lives
of others.
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Big screen TVs, better academic rankings??
BY CHRISTINA STODDARD

Refurbished lounges, modern kitchen
conveniences and upscale gym facilities are
not usually equated with college life. But as
competition for quality students intensifies,
these factors are becoming increasingly
important.
Good professors and educational programs no longer seem to be enough to cut
it in the world of higher education. Students
today have more choices. According to
Luther Turmelle's article "Colleges keep
raising the comfort level," schools across
the United States are finding that upscale
hotel-like facilities are becoming essential
components in attracting quality students.
This September, Wesleyan University
in Conn, provided its students with large,
flat-screen television sets in new dorm
lounges and kitchens, as well as a new

amenity-rich apartment complex
New London-based Connecticut College established a brand new fitness center
as a top priority. This trend is being followed all over as schools compete for the
best and the brightest.
Douglas Toma is an associate professor at the University of Georgia's Institute
of Higher Education, which tracks trends
in higher education, and he stresses the
importance of the rankings for attracting
quality students.
"The quality of students schools bring
in each year is measured by publications
like U.S. News and World Report," he said.
"If you're not attracting a high quality of
students, you're not going to be able to raise
your academic standings. For a school not
to make these kinds pfvinvestments. iisshOBfa
sighted. Do you really want to be part of an
administration at one of these schools when
trustees find your ranking has slipped?"
Fairfield's ranking has
slipped in the past year, and
one must wonder if the school
will follow Toma's advice. The
Ignation Residential College is
certainly a step above the rest
of the residence halls, and yet
it is not unusual to hear complaints from students residing

in another of the campus residences. The
freshmen who are presently dealing with
forced triples certainly cannot be too pleased
about the cramped living situation.
However, some students are seeing
improvements. This year the lounges in
Gonzaga and Regis both received comfy
new furniture, an upgrade Campion already
received last year. Laura Cantrell, associate
director of Residence Life, explained that
because the residence halls were built in
the 1970s, there is only so much that can
be done. However, Residence Life is trying to create nicer places for students to
socialize.
"Every school is doing what they can to
keep up with the times. Each year we have
plans for improvements," said Cantrell.
>GafThis year some improvements students
can look forward to are TVs in laundry
rooms and grills in the quad. Residence
halls are also rationing money each year that
can be used as the hall government chooses.
One Gonzaga resident assistant mentioned the possibility
of using this money towards
the installation of soda dispensers in their lounge.
Toma attributes this trend
to high expectations that go
hand in hand with higher

price-tags. No one wants to spend a small
fortune to live in a cubicle.
Michelle Tumollos, a freshman at
Loyola College in Maryland, is currently
living in a suite complete with a bathroom
and living room.
"I was torn between Fairfield and
Loyola when I was deciding where to go this
year," said Tumollos. "Since the schools are
so similar, it was the nicer dorms in Loyola
that finally became the deciding factor."
Mallory Reimers '09, of Fairfield, feels
differently.
"It's about living a different life at
school," she said. "College life isn't supposed to be like a hotel stay. There is definitely a lot more to it than that."
As tuition increases, so will student
expectations. Perhaps this is just a sign
of the times: out with the old and in with
the new. And hey, if flat-screen TVs are
the new lounge necessity, I will not be
complaining.

Jeff Blllangham/The Mirror

The bare essentials: The differences between the plush student lounge in Loyola (pictured left) and the minimal lounge in
Regis (right) are undeniable. Is it time for an upgrade?
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BREAKING NEWS « FUSA ELECTIONS
Duffy wins FUSA
Presidency
by Joshua O'Connell
After hours of waiting, and
in front of a gathering of
over 200 people, the results
were made official: Paul
Duffy defeated Kevin
Neubauer in a large victory.
Duffy received 783 votes
while Neubauer received
370.
Jillian Grant was re-elected
as VP of Programming with
} approximately 65% of the
while Brett Ritterback
/in Saville in a

WEEKLY POLL
Who should win the
FUSA election?
M Kevin Neubauer
Q Paul Quffy
[ VOTE I [RESULTS!

Over a half-dozen useful extras, including
Scholarships, Travel and GradZone
Additional content channels, including
world/national news feeds and weather

Avam( >«
<3Kk to receive Mi
Newspaper Channel

AND AS ALWAYS...
EXCLUSIVE online content every Monday
Read Thursday's paper in advance - new
issue online Wednesday night
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Move OVer Frommer: Pepiciello's guide to Fairfield
BY LAUREN PEPICIELLO

drunk students.

As a senior, and having grown obsessed with the town
of Fairfield, I have come to learn the ins and outs of this
town, including which places to frequent and which to
avoid. I wish that someone had given me a little insight into
this town when I was an underclassman, so I decided to pass
along my own knowledge of Fairfield to fellow students.

The best place in town to...
Get fast food:
Duchess, 625 Post Road or 2315
Black Rock Turnpike

Attention all students who are from anywhere other than Connecticut: Duchess is the
place to go if you want fast food.
The best place in town to...
I can't tell you how many people have
Catch a movie: Fairfield's Community Theater, never heard of this fast food franchise and how
1424 Post Road
many are seniors and have yet to try it. DuchFairfield's Community Theater is a staple in this town. ess is great for variety: not only do they have
Located conveniently on Post Road, this theater plays traditional burgers and fries but they also offer
movies that have just recently gone out of theaters but are healthy options, including sandwiches with deli
not yet on DVD. The reason poor college students love the meats and fresh salads. Think of this place as fast
theater so much is because it only costs $3 to see a movie. I food/diner in one. Though it tends fofe&siightly agnibnfijg
Mirror File Photo
have been to parties and hoard the theater referred to several more exrjensive-ma^McDonaW^^PigitrMllJQ^ftrfehlfe'ltriows his wings
times, and most of the time the references were from guys worth it, an#*fiefcafl£two convelwentlocittions
who said that they are hoping "Wedding Crashers" comes to within a mile of campus.
designer threads at bargain basement prices, TJ Maxx is a
the Theater because they are "going to go like everyday."
great place to go when you aren't particularly looking for
The best place in town to...
a specific item but wouldn't mind hunting through a few
Take your parents when they visit: Sogno racks. An added bonus: the store also stocks home goods,
Ristorante, 770 Commerce Drive
lingerie, and even some office supplies. You never know
Students are always looking for a good restaurant what you may find.
to go to on Parents' Weekend or on a first date. What
many students don't know is how good the Italian food
The best place in town to...
is in Fairfield. My favorite place for Italian is Sogno
Get buffalo wings:
Archie Moore's, 48 Sanford Street
Ristorante.
Mostly everything in Fairfield is on Black Rock
Archie's is a great little restaurant hidden near the.
Turnpike or Post Road, but Sogno is hidden off of train station off of Post Road that features a variety of
Black Rock, on Commerce Street, near Staples. I am sandwiches, salads, and an awesome selection of mouthsomewhat of an Italian food "snob" after studying in watering appetizers. Nevertheless, no one can deny that
Florence for a semester, but Sogno's food is so good Archie's is famous for their buffalo wings, which are free
that I forget I am not dining in the Piazza del Duomo. during their daily happy hour specials. Try the buffalo wing
The best elements of Sogno are that the decor is trendy, nachos; they're to die for.
the service is great and the wine is excellent. There is
also a little bar and lounge area if you aren't ready to
The best place in town to...
Get your photos developed:
end your night after eating dinner. It is a little pricey
Mirror File Photo
The Bookstore, on campus
for a college student, but if your parents are paying,
Fairfield Community Theater: The price is right.
The bookstore offers student friendly prices and free
take advantage of it!
doubles, and it couldn't be more convenient.
The best place in town to...

Snag Vineyard Vines clothing: Cargo Bay, 1561
Post Road
Fairfield students tend to be identifiable by their
so-called "uniforms." For example, your typical FU girl
could be seen sporting pastel polo with the popped collar,
designer jeans (i.e. Seven for All Mankind), a preppy belt
and Rainbow flip-flops. However, in my short time back at
campus, I have noticed that the new accessory, whether it
is a canvas bag, belt, polo or flip flops, is Vineyard Vines.
With its pastel beachy themes, this designer epitomizes
what it means to be the ultimate prep and, in our case, the
ultimate Fairfield student.
Luckily, female students don't have to go far to purchase Vineyard Vines clothing and accessories. Cargo Bay,
the little boutique on Post Road, has a great selection. I
went in the other day and saw an array of polos sporting
the "whale" logo, belts and flip-flops. The greatest part
about this is that Cargo Bay gives students 15% off with
your stag cards.

The best place in town to...
Have a "classy" night:
"O" Bar, 52 Sanford Street
As a frosh, you may not have reached this point yet,
but at some point in your college career you are going to
get extremely sick of drinking keg beer and dancing on top
of bars at Clubhouse. For a change of pace, get a couple of
your friends together and check out "O" Bar. This somewhat
small but highly trendy bar/lounge has great cocktails (try
the martinis) and a good atmosphere. Though a lot more
pricey than college students may be used to, it's a great
place for four girlfriends to meet up and pretend they lead
the lives of the "Sex and the City" women. Plus it can be
a good date locale. It's a bar where you can actually get
to know your date without having to yell* over crowds of

The best place in town to...
Get a healthy lunch:
The Chefs Table, 1561 Post Road
Chef's Table is by far my favorite place to eat in
Fairfield. It's conveniently located next to Cargo Bay on
Post, and there is a great selection of anything you could
possibly imagine. There is a salad bar, a burrito bar, a soup
bar with 12 soups daily and an array of fresh meats and
vegetables for sandwiches. There are a couple tables if you
want to sit and relax there ,or you can take it to go.

The best place in town to...
Get a decent cup of coffee: Dunkin' Donuts, 593
Post Road or 1910 Black Rock Turnpike
It's open all night, so it'll become your best friend during midterms and finals. Also, you're almost guaranteed
to run into someone you know, since so many people live
off r»f fhintriri'o rr-.f?ft^

p wxl^f.

The best place in town to...
Get your laundry done by someone else:
Wash Tub Laundry & Dry Cleaners, 250 Post
Road
The Wash Tub is a great place to get your dry cleaning
done. It's also a good place to go when you have weeks
worth of laundry, and you don't want to battle the crowds
on campus. Another plus: the dryers don't shrink your
clothes.
The best place in town to..-_

Bargain hunt for clothes:
TJ Maxx, 425 Tunxis Hill Road
Nothing beats the thrill of finding that perfect pair
of shoes or that fantastic cashmire sweater for a price
so reduced, you can hardly believe your eyes. Carrying

On-campus favorites
Contributed by Tara Touloumis and Christina
Stoddard

The best place on campus to...
Host a study group: The first floor of the BCC,
where comfy chairs are in ample supply.
Tell ghost stories: Anywhere in Dolan.
Hang out between classes: Jazzman's Cafe has
food, coffee, tables, and computers. Plus it's a great
place to people watch.
Be a cheap date: The Stag, where your date can
pay in dining dollars as he romantically swipes his
Stagcard for two.
View "local" wildlife: The Village Complex,
where your odds of being attacked by a wild turkey
are at least 2:1.
Pick up a prom date: The Prep School ~~£
ing lot around 3 p ^ - DUt make sure mom isn't
watching.
Get the latest gossip: The Mirror office - we
meet every Thursday at 6 p.m. in the BCC, and in
addition to being in the know, there's usually free
pizza!
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Calculus, physics and a communal bathroom:
The residents of Campion 2 share more than just the hallway
the project and are in the process of planning group
activities such as guest speakers or museum trips
that relate to the fields of math and science.
Snyder said he is "amazed to see their vigor,
energy, and excitement and bundles of ideas
concerning the program." They are hoping to
use resources both from within and outside of the
university, such as role model speakers and tutoring help.
The women themselves are already finding
that the hall is a great resource. They are all able
to help one another out?study together for big tests,
■ant} SjSiJates&put ideas'-'witn.'«ach other.
-vatbjtiM ktadrta tGSjoifrksMent crf'tHefloor, belteifi^tH©pf©gkafflii$adi*(gtifig its^telittfoq ZG :tfoa
"We all have a 'common goal, and-we'"¥ll^m-'
derstand the amount of work that has to be done,"
she said. "We are able to help each other out and
become each other's resources."
Jessica Vigliotti '09 shares similar feelings,
citing how much she loves living on the floor and
that knowing the other girls in her classes is a
benefit because they are able to stick together and
ask each other questions.
Fairfield is not sure whether the program will
be continuted in upcoming years, and in fact, they
had not considered it until the girls themselves
brought it up, said Snyder.
According to Snyer, the hall's residents have
expressed interest in continuing to live together
because even in these few weeks it has been a
positive experience for them.

BY LESLEY ALMEIDA

Forget study groups and peer tutoring. Freshmen
female math and science majors can.just go next door to
meet other women with the same interests.
The Department of Residence Life started a new program this year to bring together the freshman women who
are math and science majors by giving them their own hall
on the second floor of Campion. The floor, which currently
has 30 residents, offers unique opportunities to women
interested in these-fields.
Math and science are two fields that are highly maledominated and have been for decades. Studies have shown
that women on the educational track in these fields are not
given the necessary mentoring for careers, do not receive
the same number of grants and are slighted of other important opportunities that males of the same disciplines receive
regularly, according to Timothy Snyder, dean of the college
of Arts and Sciences.
Now, less than a month after the start of the academic
year, the
program
—¥
is already
showing
a high1y
positive
response.
Both the
women and
the professors are exJames Scholl/The Mirror cited about
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James Scholl/The Mirror

Birds of a feather: Residents of the all-female math and science
floor love living so close to their classmates.
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HE said / SHE said
Brian Larkin

Megan Pizzo

"Stalking has never been easier"
The Facebook is one of those unavoidable topics that everyone
either loves or hates. On the one
hand, you have a resource that gives
you faces to go with names and names
to go with bodies. For some strange
reason, it is difficult for me to remember someone's name the morning after I
meet them. (Read: Alcohol.) Having the
means to look them up is very helpful.
Facebook = Good.
On the other hand, the network is
crawling with shameless self-promoters: girls who advertise their wares a
tad too much, as well as stalkers. If the
Facebook wanted to develop a slogan,
it should be: "Stalking has never been
easier." Facebook = Bad.
The only logical reason for a person
to join the Facebook is to perv on the
opposite sex. (Yes, I used "perv" as a
verb.) The first day the class of 2009
registered was an unofficial holiday for
most upperclassman guys.
Of course, girls aren't exactly innocent, either. Almost half of the chicks
have a link to their Webshot pictures in
their profiles. Not only can creeps find

out all of your personal information,
but they can also see those scantily clad
pictures of you and your girlfriends in
the Bahamas. (Facebook = Awesome!)
Although I recommend including as little
information about yourself as possible,
the ladies should keep the Webshots
up.
One interesting thing about the site
is that it allows one to display his or her
interests. By browsing someone's favorite bands or movies, I can get a good idea
of what he or she is like. For instance, if
a cute girl lists Bob Dylan as a musical
favorite, you better believe she's getting
poked. Or, if you're a dude who lists
"The Notebook" as a favorite movie, I'll
be rescinding our friendship.
The world isn't better or worse
since the advent of the Facebook, and
I dont see why people get all frazzled
whenever the topic comes up- In fact,
I've used it only sparingly and will most
likely never bother with it again. Just
disregard where it says: "Brian is currently logged in from a non-residential
location." That's obviously some sort of
computer glitch.

As I read my She Said acceptance letter, I had one question
in mind—who the hell is Brian
Larkin? I recapped the past three years
and found it hard to believe that from
organizational involvement to drunken
socialization there was a senior I had never
met nor heard of. Even so, I know it was
imperative for me to contact him, so I did
what any college female my age would do
in this situation: I facebooked him.
The Facebook has become the epitome of noninvasive stalking and in my
case, as well as others, an extremely useful
tool in getting to secretly know someone.
You'll never forget a birthday, need to ask
for a home address or wonder what your
secret crush is doing at 2 p.m. Monday
afternoon (RS220; DMH240). For that I
have one thing to say: Thank you. Nonetheless, despite minor stalking privileges,
birthday reminders and innocent flirting, I
have noticed that numerous students have
taken the Facebook to a whole new level,
examples to follow.
In the superficial bubble of Fairfield
University, the picture in your Facebook
profile is undoubtedly the most significant

You know you're from Fairfield when...

aspect... Remember that as hot as you may
think you are, you are not a model. From
bikini-clad girls to shirtless guys, this is
the Facebook for crying out loud, not the
f—book. Is your personality so boring that
you must divert all our attention away from
your profile and onto your image?
Concerning your "friends," keep in
mind that a true friend is someone you can
call in the middle of the night for a ride
home because you spent your taxi money
on strippers. I don't think that Jane Doe
who you never saw outside of EN 11 class
is willing to pick you up at 3 a.m. Do you?
Or how about that Brad Pitt look-alike you
hooked up with at the bar thfee months
prior when your beer goggle vision would
have been diagnosed as legally blind?
He's not picking up his phone either. But
they are classified as "friends" because
having 254 friends on the Facebook makes
you feel socially acceptable.
I would like to reiterate the fact that
the Facebook is meant as a procrastination tool rather than your own personal
billboard. With that in mind, stop poking
people and get a hobby. Maybe someone
should start a Facebook club?

by Dan Otfinoski

... your toughest course is hair care.
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ACTIVITIES
PREVIEW
Thursday, September 22

Broadway Series: Wicked (buses leave at 4:30)

Friday, September 23

I Love NY Series: Yankees vs. Blue Jays

Thursday, October 6

FREE THURSDAY NIGHT Bowling

Friday, October 7

FUSA Movie Shuttle (Fairfield & Showcase Cinemas)

Saturday, October 8

FUSA Mall Shuttle (Trumbull Mall)

Thursday, October 13

The Roommate Game (BCC)

Saturday, October 15

Knicks vs. Nets @ the Arena at Harbor Yard

Thursday, October 20

WVOF Live from the Levee

Saturday, October 22

Parents' Weekend: Pep Rally (Alumni Hall)

Thursday, October 27

Pumpkin Decorating Contest (BCC Lower Lobby)

Monday, October 31

Ghost Hunters: The Warrens (Quick Center)

SCRAMBLED
EGGS
WORD GAME
■

by Joshua OConnell

Use the six letters to form words. Each letter is used only as many times it appears.
Only common words are used; Plurals and proper nouns are not accepted.

/UDOKU

LOGIC PUZZLE
Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
PUZZLE #1 - EASY

■3 LETTER WORDS

'

4 LETTER WORDS

A NUMBER

PUZZLE #2 • MEDIUM

2 3
8 7
4
3 8 » 5 6
7
3 9
7
4
1 2
5
1
9
2 6
1
4
8
1
2 8
6 1
4 8
5
4 2
6 7

8
8

8

8
PUZZL E #4-BRAIN FREEZE

PUZZLE #3-HARD

9
2

5 LETTER WORDS

6 LETTER WORDS
L_£
Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
©2005 Joshua 0'Connell. All Rights Reserved, http://wvw.m-pursuit.com

4 8 6
9 1
1
9
6 1 5

7
5

8
8

2 9 7
3
5
9 3
5
2 1 7

2
8
7

8
1

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfleldmirror.com
©2005 Joshua 0'Connell. All Rights Reserved, http://www.in-pursult.coni
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QUESTION OF
^THE WEEK

TH

Mike Foristel
What will you do if gas
prices stay this high?

-a
Hitchhike!.
—Nate Edwards '06

99

THE MIRROR IS LOOKING FOR
STUDENTS RO BLOG THEIR OPINIONS
ABOU I ON-CAMIHJS & WORLD EVEN IS,
I F YC){) ARE INTE RESTED E M AI L
ONLINE EDITOR"BILL MCBAIN

Ride a bicycle.

UlRRORO.MI

AtiWEB I

—Matt Lantier '06

99-

Walk to the Grape.
—Danielle Marini '06
& Leigh Farrington '06
59-

Steal gas from Charlie
Sferlazza (the kid).
--Raul Delgadillo '06

99

Walk to all the
fabulous on-campus
FUSA events.
—Brittany Teahan '07

w-66
Deal with it, I have to
drive to work.
—Erin Formalarie '06

55

Chee rs & Boos
to the Muzik box...to a "mild" case of chlamydia...to I
setback...to cancelled turbos...to diver jon...to candy...to
Cara Muzik's arms and her cookie lotion....to Ryan Blair's
romance with Tim Russert...to Ryan Blair's "Conan"
hair...to meeting Jeff Goldblum...to being at the helm and
firing off... to being 21...to air conditioning...to Funfetti...
to "my mom said I could smoke pot"...to naked time
with A.B...to getting mail...to Juice...to "The Head Lice
Fact Sheet"...to glamour shots...to free iTunes songs...to
Ron Burgandy...to slow claps...to Erin's 21st birthday...
to Mart's PBR-filled 20th birthday...to the shredder...to
BeBop and Rock Steady...to those things on Chris Martin's
fingers...to my handsome man...to Pete's hot girl legs...to
the rebel yell., .to ripped jeans from the Salvation Army...
to Sudoku...to free food...to 1:30 a.m. runs to 7-11...to
ataloguing your life on Webshots...to returning to college
for a weekend.,.to making a deal in The Fitch...to smoking
(legal tobacco) out of a hookah...to MATTHEW VENTURA...to scotch—scotchy, scotch, scotch...to Oregon Trailto flowy black sweatpants....to Arrested Development...
to Holy Mackeral....to lice is good....to lice is tough, get a
helmet....to this is your lice, this is your lice on drugs...to
got lice?... to lice, does a body good....to lice, it's what's
for dinner....to losing your car keys....to losing your wallet
and having it returned sans 100$ cash and getting written
up for having a fake-fake ID inside....to Ukrainians....
to pink accordian post-it notes....to sneezing....to Topanga....to skip-it...to Andrew Lloyd Webber...to Harry
and the Hendersons...to My Buddy....to Mr Bucket....to
Chicken Limbo....to lamp....to hungry hungry hippos....

lo the Toolbox...to washed away pretty p
keys...to crack sex...to diver jon...to smok
clinches...to the Emmy awards...to not livi
drinking w index...to no co-ed flag football
to all jumping dots...to no parking...to fa
tickets...to the bouncer at the Grape....to 20th birthdays...to the
dirt in the hot tub...to broken tire alarms in Kostka...to lemna...
to no toilet paper EVER...to Yankee tickets being sold out...
to all the freshman who have already been to the hospital...
to my hestest friend being in Hawaii for school...to being a
sophomore with no car...to a landlord that has an exploding
lease...to growling chickadees...to StagWeb running out of
batteries...to fatass babies...to mad amounts of humidity that
makes m\ hair frizzy...to cataloguing all the (bad stuff) of
college life...to being way too tired after spending a weekend
back in college....to being a "freelance" journalist...to baseball
season ending soon...to the idiotic guy in the suit who was
a Yankees fan and whose dad apparently owns GE...to the
internet sucking...for people not shutting the f*ck up when
I'm trying lo study at the library...to the 3 hurricanes that are
going to hit Hawaii...to hiccups...to leeches...to classes...to
being short....to being tall....to lice kills four people a year....
lo capital-B as in Boston....lo thingamabobber....to blow job
dollar....to whistling....to earl) -closini
stains on the kitchen floor....to mold....to Benji....totheend of
this year's summer....lo watching wonderfully warm wind on
Wednesday when we walk w ildl) w ith those we deem worths
of our wil) wa_\s within the welm of Western Washington
w Inle walking ourselves whimsically into walls: Wizards with
whips wonder why we watch in wonder, and we won't tell..

Send in Cheers & Boos by Monday at 5 p.m.
email: themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu or mail: Box A A
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

VOLLEYBALL

EMILY JAMS

Lost 3-0 at Stony Brook, dropping to 7-7 on
the year. The Stags are favored to win the
MAAC, but have played only fair against a
tough non-conference schedule. They host
the Fairfield invitational tournament this
weekend at Alumni Hall.

SPORT: Field Hockey
YEAR: 2009
HOMETOWN: East Hampton, NY

FIELD HOCKEY

Continued to struggle in its second jjgBfr in the
NEC. The Stags had an 0-3 week arid dropped
to 1-7 on the year. The only bright spot: Emily
Janis (Athlete of the Week, right) joined Wendy
Carbone as Stags' freshmen to win NEC Rookie
of the Week honors.
WOMEN'S TENNIS

Lauren Bonanno '09 led the Stags with three
victories in her first collegiate tournament,
the URI Shootout. The Stags won 15 matches
at the two day event, which also included Sacred Heart, Providence, and the host Rams.

O'Brien optimistic about
first season with new team

i

Freshman forward was named NEC Rookie of the Week after tallying
her first career points jn a 3-1 loss to Hofstra. With the Stags trailing 2-0,
Janis converted on a pass from teammate Kelly Rath '06 to cut the lead in
half. Former %ftt Hampton High School standout was an all-state catcher
in softball, ancrri member of the National Honor Society.
Do you know someone who should be named Athlete of the Week?
E-mail in your suggestions to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu

WEEKEND CALENDAR
Friday

Volleyball v Albny, 7 pm

Men's Soccer at Harvard, 3:30 p.m.

Saturday

Fild Hockey at Dartmouth, 3 p.m.

Women's Soccer at
UMass, noon

Basketball teams face tough
non-conference schedules

P. 24

formance so far, she is positive and
confident that the team will.be "better . BYBENDOODY
Leading the team so far with decisive than last year".
•''.~X* " ... ■_
game winning goals are Janna BreitenIn goal, Brett Maron '06 is Q$$&mg,
.Are you ready for some basketball?
her ground and displaying why.she earned
There may be two weeks left of regular
wischer '08 and Shannon Helm '06.
Last year, Breitenwischer lead the All-MAAC honors in 2004 and .a. 2G05\ SffSson baseball, but the balls are bouncing
Stags in every offensive category and will pre-season All-MAAC team selection; "With:
Mside the Walsh Athletic Center and basketball practice is now less than a month
be called upon to duplicate her duties again back-to-back shutouts against ;me Univeraway.'
this year. Breitenwischer said she feels she sity of Hartford and a rough Maine^ Black.
hasn't been playing "up to par," but in her Bears team. Maron has had her workout out
With that in rnirtd, here is a look into the
for her, as Fairfield was drastimen's and wofhenVbasketball schedules,
I cally out-shot by oppojiejits in \ bath of which were completed this week.
I four of its first six qutingS/^:.
'M* Tftcjhen's&chedule looks like it could
"I feel that weihigfit;pqs-;..' ■ \-be the'toughest the Stags have faced in
years;-,;._■•"..■_■';_
I sibly have the top^gQaltendeSr"'
Th.& teaiti wflMiost Atlantic 10 powin Division I wqmen'ssoccer,":erhouse St: Jos^pW/sIn its home opener on
O'Brien said of Maron. "She'ssolid and gives us a_char$e" to^
Nov. !21 .TTia^g^me-looks to be the headliner
of th^schedul&'urifir Providence was added.
win every game."
The Stags.' trWaptainSv The-zStags wiUhpstlthe Friars on Nov. 28
Megan Mones '06v Betsy: Nyr'; in iheir'fifst home gSrhe against a Big East
opponent since the 2003 NIT against Boston
man.'07 and Laura Mrowka.
'07 will deliver1 'this seasorTs
College.
The Stags will also travel to Iowa to
team leadership on and off
Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror
play in the Hawkeye Classic Dec. 2-3,
the field.
Leading the way: Megan Mones '06 (left), Betsy Nyman
in a set of games that will allow forward
Mones' ability to excel
'07 and Laura Mrowka '07 serve as tri-captains
Marshalltown native Michael Bell '06 to
at numerous positions makes
her one of the most versatile
play in front of family and friends in his
home state.
defense, she's been alternating positions players on the roster, while Nyman's experiThe women's schedule has no home
early in the year, attempting to find where ence from 38 collegiate starts will no doubt
be a fine example for the up-and-coming
games that jump off the page like St.
she'll be most effective.
But despite self-doubts of her per- younger players.
Joseph's and Providence do for the men,
CONTINUED FROM

Volleyball
vs.Columbia, 2
p.m.(Fairneld
invitational)
Field Hockey vs.
B.U., noon (Hanover,
N.H)

but they do have a road game on one of the
grandest stages in college basketball: Nov.
22 at Duke.
"Our out-of-conference schedule will
certainly prepare us for the rigors of the
MAAC season," said Head Coach Dianne
Nolan.
Nolan needs just nine wins to become
the first coach in Fairfield hisory to reach
500 for her career. She will likely reach the
milestone sometime in January.
The Stags, who return four starters
from last year's MAAC semi-finalist club,
will play four of their final six games at
home.
Fans can look forward to a new and — if
all goes according to plan — exciting venue
at the Arena at Harbor Yard.
The floor will be pushed to one end of
the building and the opposite end will be
closed off, thus creating a smaller and far
more intimate environment.
Also, the student section will be moved
from the corner to behind the basket, giving the Red Sea an opportunity to heckle
visiting shooters.
The Arena will go back to its original
format when it hosts one set of regional
semi-finals and finals in the women's NCAA
tournement.

Kate Watson:
3.65 GPA
Road Tripper
Sports Fanatic*
Is Welcome Here
Your life. You can
bring it with you.
Learn more about
Kate and tell us
more about you
visit pwc.com/bringit

*connectedthinking

PRICEWtfERHOUseQOPERS

O 2008 PrtcawatwhoutaCoopar* LU» AJI right* r#t#rv«d, "r^k^«artiou*«Coop*re* f«*»f» to PrieawawrttouaaCeopars UJ» Is Datawsr# fimrwd liability r»rtnwshiB) m, as tft# eenwxi rsaum
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Back on track

New look
for women's
soccer
BY RYAN HULL

Katie McCarthy/TheMirror

Jump for joy: The Stags celebrate a goal earlier this season against Yale. The game ended in a 1 -1 tie

Led by defense, Stags play improved soccer, garner respect
BY BEN DOODY

It is perhaps the greatest cliche in
sports. But the Fairfield men's soccer team
may want to put it on a sign and hang it in its
locker room: Offense wins games, defense
wins championships.
The first part of the saying has, in a
way, proven itself true thus far. The Stags
haven't scored, and they haven't won as
much as they might have liked.
The team has set the expectation level
exceptionally high this year. Last week,
defender Alex Cunliffe '07 told The Mirror
that anything less than a league title would
be unacceptable. But the Stags enter their
Sept. 23 game against Harvard with just two
wins in six contests (2-2-2) in large part
because they have failed to score.
But if the second part is true, the Stags
are have an unmeasurably bright future.
Goalkeeper Andrew Frankel '06 has
literally held a stronghold on the MAAC
Defensive Player of the Year award. With
last week's 1 -0 shutout win over Columbia,
Frankel wrapped up the award for the third
straight week.
"He has been one of, if not the most,
consistent players for us so far," Cunliffe
said.
Coach Carl Rees took an optimistic
approach to the way his team has played,

citing the difficulty of its non-conference
schedule.
"Overall, it has been a good start to
the season," he said. "We have played
some top-flight teams and improved over
last year."
Rees said that the Stags' defenders in
front of Frankel have played a crucial roll
in the team's defensive success, citing the
play of two Connecticut natives, one of
whom is a converted forward.
"Mike Troy ['07] has been a rock
defensively and has teamed up with Tom
Skara ['08] to form a strong partnership at
the heart of our defense," he said.
Troy, a stand-out forward at Newtown
High School, was the Stags' leading scorer
in 2003 as a freshman and has played the
majority of his college career at forward.
But seeking to build a stronger defensive foundation, Rees moved Troy back to
forward on the team's recently completed
road trip, and the results have earned the
Stags praise.
"He's been getting better and better,"
Cunliffe said.
Troy's play on defense earned him a
spot on the Holiday Inn Express All-Tournament team, along with midfielder Kerr
McLeoud '09.
The Stags went 1-1 in the tournament
last weekend. They lost a tough 1 -0 game to

Lafayette, but also shut out Columbia 1-0.
The Stags have given up just five goals in
their first six games.
The defensive stinginess was enough
to catch the attention of the region's head
coaches, who ranked the Stags in the New
England top five last week. Last season, the
Stags were not ranked all year.
But has Troy's absence created a hole
in the team's offense?
I
"I don't think so," Cunliffe said. "He
plays up a lot anyway, and this team has a
lot of depth."
On paper, at least, no one would argue
with Cunliffe's assessment. The Stags have
last year's leading scorer, Bill Androustos,
'06, back, and he probably has his best soccer ahead of him.
Androustous is joined on a proven offensive unit by-Sam Baily '08, perhaps the
Stags' brighest young star.
Baily, who scored three goals last year
and was named to the MAAC All-Rookie
team, has yet to score this year, a third of
the way through the season.
The Stags expect improved play out of
Baily, along with the rest of the offense.If
that improved play comes, the Stags feel a
league title is attainable.
Said Cunliffe, "We're improving every
week as a team.."

The fall season is upon us, and in
women's soccer, it is a season of dramatic
changes.
Change is exactly what returning
Stags' players are looking forward to. The
Stags are eager to prove to opponents that
there will not be a repeat of last season's
record.
Last year's 5-13-1 finish was marred
by the resignation of Maria Piechocki,
who coached Fairfield teams to a 96-5610 overall record during her eight-year
stay.
The coaching void has been filled
by Jim O'Brien, who becomes only the
fourth coach in the 13 years of women's
soccer at Fairfield.
O'Brien, who began his collegiate
Women's soccer coaching career at
neighboring Southern Connecticut State
University in New Haven, brings along an
outstanding coaching record of 105-56-8
over nine years with the school.
O'Brien said he is very positive and
confident in his prediction of the upcoming season and his new teams' ability.
"There's no doubt that this team has
the tools to be successful," he said. "We
have a young and talented core of returning players as well as a very athletic and
competitive group...to get this program
to where we want it to go."
O'Brien said he is especially pleased
with the positive attitude he said he has
been getting from everyone on the team.
The MAAC pre-season polls predict
Fairfield to finish fourth. The Stags were
near the bottom of the MAAC standings
at week's end with a 0-1 in-conference
record (2-3-1 overall).
The MAAC loss to Iona College
this past Sunday was a tough one for
Fairfield. The red-hot Gaels are 4-0 in
as many games, with the last three being shutout wins. The Stags produced
chances to score, but failed to capitalize
on their attempts.
Post-game limping and bags of ice
served as evidence that the women gave
it their all; fatigue was most likely the determining factor in the lopsided loss. The
Stags had battled their way to a 1-1 tie at
Boson University just 36 hours earlier.
Fortunately for the Stags, most of
their tougher MAAC matches and deepseeded rivalries against teams like Loyola
and Yale will be played on home turf this
season. O'Brien said he's sure his team
will be tough competitors in every game,
and reinforced that the most important
games will be fought within the conference.
SEE "O'BRIEN" ON
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